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In recent years, academics and investigative journalists have
criticized certain commercial risk assessments for their black-
box nature and failure to satisfy competing notions of fair-
ness. Since then, the field of interpretable machine learning
has created simple yet effective algorithms, while the field
of fair machine learning has proposed various mathematical
definitions of fairness. However, studies from these fields
are largely independent, despite the fact that many appli-
cations of machine learning to social issues require both
fairness and interpretability.
We explore the intersection by revisiting the recidivism
prediction problem using state-of-the-art tools from inter-
pretable machine learning, and assessing the models for
performance, interpretability, and fairness. Unlike previous
works, we compare against two existing risk assessments
(COMPAS and the Arnold Public Safety Assessment) and
train models that output probabilities rather than binary
predictions. Wepresentmultiplemodels that beat these risk
assessments in performance, and provide a fairness analysis
of these models. Our results imply that machine learning
models should be trained separately for separate locations,
and updated over time.
∗Equally contributing authors.
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| Abstract ofMain Results for Criminal Justice Practitioners
Our goal is to study the predictive performance, interpretability, and fairness of machine learningmodels for pretrial
recidivismprediction. Machine learningmethods are known for their ability to automatically generate high-performance
models (that sometimes even surpass human performance) from data alone. However, many of the most common
machine learning approaches produce “black-box” models—models that perform well, but are too complicated for
humans to understand. “Interpretable” machine learning techniques seek to produce the best of both worlds: models
that performaswell as black-box approaches, but also are understandable to humans. In this study, we generatemultiple
black-box and interpretable machine learning models. We compare the predictive performance and fairness of the
machine learningmodelswe generate, against twomodels that are currently used in the justice system to predict pretrial
recidivism—namely, the Risk of General Recidivism and Risk of Violent Recidivism scores from the COMPAS suite, and
the NewCriminal Activity andNewViolent Criminal Activity scores from the Arnold Public Safety Assessment.
We first evaluate the predictive performance of all models, based on their ability to predict recidivism for six
different types of crime (general, violent, drug, property, felony, and misdemeanor). Recidivism is defined
as a new charge for which an individual is convictedwithin a specified time frame (which we specify as six months or
two years). We consider each type of recidivism over the two time periods to control for time, rather than to consider
predictions over an arbitrarily long or short pretrial period. Next, we examine whether amodel constructed using data
from one region suffers in predictive performance when applied to predict recidivism in another region. Finally, we
consider the latest fairness definitions created by themachine learning community. Using these definitions, we examine
the behavior of the interpretable models, COMPAS, and the Arnold Public Safety Assessment, on race and gender
subgroups.
Our findings and contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We contribute a set of interpretable machine learning models that can predict recidivism as well as black-box
machine learningmethods and better than COMPAS or the Arnold Public Safety Assessment for the location they
were designed for. Thesemodels are potentially useful in practice. Similar to the Arnold Public Safety Assessment,
some of these interpretable models can bewritten down as a simple table that fits on one page of paper. Others can
be displayed using a set of visualizations.
• We find that recidivism predictionmodels that are constructed using data from one location do not tend to perform
as well when they are used to predict recidivism in another location, leading us to conclude that models should be
constructed on data from the location where they aremeant to be used, and updated periodically over time.
• We reviewed the recent literature on algorithmic fairness, but most of the fairness criteria don’t pertain to risk
scores, they pertain only to yes/no classification decisions. Since we are interested in criminal justice risk scores in
this work, the vastmajority of the algorithmic fairness criteria are not relevant. We chose to focus on the evaluation
criteria that were relevant, namely calibration, balance for positive/negative class (BPC/BNC), and balanced group
AUC (BG-AUC).We present an analysis of these fairness measures for two of the interpretable models (RiskSLIM
and Explainable BoostingMachine) and the Arnold Public Safety Assessment (NewCriminal Activity score) on the
two-year general recidivism outcome in Kentucky. We found that the fairness criteria were approximately met for
both interpretablemodels for blacks/whites andmales/females (that is, themodels were fair according to these
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criteria). However, the Arnold Public Safety Assessment’s NewCriminal Activity score failed tomeet one fairness
criterion (BPC/BNC). The results on fairness were not as consistent for the “Other” race category.
1 | INTRODUCTION
Predicting criminal recidivism using statistics has been the subject of almost a hundred years of research in criminal
justice, psychology, and law. Today, actuarial risk assessments are inwideuse acrossmany countries, helping judgesmake
life-changing decisions in pretrial release, sentencing, and probation. Risk assessments can help reduce costs, racial
disparity, and incarceration rates—and these benefits have already been realized in some jurisdictions [1]. However,
some of themost widely used algorithms are secret, black-boxmodels created by corporations. As a result, individuals
affected by these algorithms cannot know how these decisions weremade, or whether they weremade in error. These
problems resulted in various lawsuits over the last decade, and came to the fore in 2016, when investigative journalists
from the nonprofit organization ProPublica claimed that the COMPAS1 black-box recidivism predictionmodel was rife
with racial bias [2, 3].
Though ProPublica’s findings were not validated [4, 5, 6], the COMPAS scandal demonstrated the issues with
for-profit, secret algorithms making decisions in the justice system—namely, possible violations of defendants’ due
process rights, difficulty in ensuring that the scoreswere calculated based on correct inputs, and the lack of independent
fairness or performance guarantees. It highlighted theways that systemic bias in data can be propagated into the future,
andwas symptomatic of growing public distrust in the algorithms that impact our daily lives [7, 8, 9].
To prevent errors, prevent due process violations, allow independent validation of models, and gain public trust, we
must create transparent, interpretable and fair models. Fortunately, techniques for interpretable machine learning and
theories of fairness have advanced considerably over the last few years. Multipleworks have demonstrated that publicly
available interpretable machine learning algorithms can perform as well as black-box machine learning algorithms
[10, 11, 12]. Moreover, high-dimensional data sets on criminal recidivism have become increasingly available. However,
most machine learning papers treat recidivism prediction as a toy problem to test newmachine learning algorithms.
They do not consider factors such as data quality or ease of computation of model predictions, which are paramount
for creatingmodels that would be useful in practice. To our knowledge, there is only one prior work [13] that jointly
considers interpretability, fairness, and predictive performance; however, it does not do so in a comprehensive way and
focuses primarily on the design of a new algorithm.
Beyond the problem of model optimization, various methodological questions remain with existing risk assessment
systems. First, existing systems—such asCOMPAS (CorrectionalOffenderManagement Profiling System forAlternative
Sanctions) and LSI-R (Level of Service Inventory Revised)—are often used across various states (or even countries)
with only minor normalization [14, 15]. However, populations in different states can significantly differ because the
data generation process is not the same, so applying the samemodel across states may not lead to the best possible
performance. Second, empirical evidence indicates that the underlying probability distribution of recidivism has
changed over time inmultiple locations [16]. For instance, a significant shift in the age distribution—a key predictor in
many recidivism predictionmodels—has been observed in NewYork [17]. Thus, rather than using a static model with
uneven performance across districts, a better solutionmight be to algorithmically generate models, so that they can be
trained for specific locations and retrained if recidivism distributions shift over time.
Using modern tools of both interpretable and black-box machine learning, we revisit the recidivism prediction
problem. We define recidivism as a new charge that an individual is convicted for within a certain time frame (sixmonths
1COMPAS stands forCorrectionalOffenderManagement Profiling forAlternative Sanctions.
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or two years). We find that (1) black-boxmodels do not perform significantly better than interpretablemodels for any of
the twelve recidivism problemswe consider. (2) Interpretable models generally perform better than existing actuarial
risk assessments. (3)Models do not generalizewell across regions. (4) Only a small subset of themany proposed fairness
definitions can be applied to regression problems and they vary across different models. We also note that existing
techniques to enforce fairness generally require non-interpretable transformations, and therefore do not workwell
with interpretable models.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our contributions. Section 3 discusses the evolution of risk
assessment in America, the current debate over risk assessments, and briefly reviews themachine learning literature on
risk assessment. Section 4 describes the study’s data sources. Section 5 discusses aspects of our methodology, including
the prediction problems, problem setup, and the existing risk assessments we compare against. Section 6 presents the
performance of baseline, non-interpretablemachine learningmethods, while Section 7 presents the performance of
interpretable machine learning methods. Section 8 examines the generalization of recidivism predictionmodels across
states. In Section 9, we describe the selection of fairness metrics and assess the fairness of the interpretable models. In
Section 10, we discuss broader impacts and future lines of inquiry.
2 | CONTRIBUTION
Ourmain contribution is a set of interpretable, risk-calibrated linear models that perform better than existing actuarial
risk assessments, and predict specific crime types. Other important aspects of our contribution are as follows:
• We consider multiple types of recidivism (general, violent, drug, property, felony, and misdemeanor) at two
time scales (six-month, two-year) for a total of 12 prediction problems.
• Our analysis was conducted on two criminal history data sets (one fromBroward County, Florida, and the other
from the state of Kentucky), which allowed us to understand variability in model performance across locations. We
found that models do not generalize well between locations, and conclude that models should be trained on data
from the location where they aremeant to be used.
• Wediscuss how ourmodels satisfy fairness and interpretability criteria. To our knowledge, beyond the fields of fair
and interpretablemachine learning, there are few paper that discuss both fairness and interpretability with the
same attention as predictive performance.
• The riskmodels trained as part of this study are interpretable, and could potentially be useful in practice after a
careful, location-specific evaluation of their accuracy and fairness.
Similar to Zeng et al. [10], we usemachine learning techniques optimized for interpretability, and address multiple
prediction problems. This work is an improvement over that of Zeng et al. [10] in the following ways. We use inter-
pretable machine learning techniques to create risk scores representing probabilities of recidivism, rather thanmaking
binary predictions (the tools we use had not been not invented at the time of Zeng et al. [10]’s publication). We compare
with COMPAS and the Arnold Public Safety Assessment (PSA), twomodels currently used in the justice system, whereas
Zeng et al. [10] compared only with other machine learningmethods. We use data obtained at the pretrial stage rather
than at prison-release. Sincemany jurisdictions utilize prediction instruments to determine pretrial release, this better
aligns with the use cases of risk scores. Our data come from two locations, and includemore detailed information than
in Zeng et al. [10], and aremore recent than 1994. Finally, models are assessed formultiple definitions of fairness (in
addition to performance).
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3 | BACKGROUND
Algorithmic risk assessment dates back to the early 1900s [18], and is used today at various stages of the criminal justice
system, such as at pretrial, parole, probation, or even sentencing. In this work, we focus on forecasting recidivism at the
pretrial stage. Though some states have implemented their own tools (Virginia, Pennsylvania, Kentucky), many utilize
systems produced by companies, non-profits and other organizations [19]. These externally-produced risk assessments
and some of the jurisdictions that utilize them include COMPAS (Florida, Michigan,Wisconsin,Wyoming, NewMexico),
the Public Safety Assessment (New Jersey, Arizona, Kentucky,2 Phoenix, Chicago, Houston), LSI-R (Delaware, Colorado,
Hawaii), and the Ohio Risk Assessment System [20, 21, 22]. The United States is not alone in using actuarial risk
assessments. Canada uses the Static-2002 to assess risk of violent and sexual recidivism [23]; the Netherlands uses the
Quickscan to assess static and dynamic risks of recidivism [24]; the U.K. uses theOffender Group Reconviction Scale to
predict reoffense while on probation [25].
3.1 | TheDebate over Risk Assessments
Since the inception of actuarial risk assessments, there has been debate over whether they should be used in the
criminal justice system at all. Proponents claim that statistical models reduce overall violence levels and ensure the
most efficient use of treatment and rehabilitative resources by helping judges identify the individuals that are truly
dangerous. A large body of evidence appears to support this claim. Various studies have shown that statistical models
aremore accurate than human experts [26, 27]. Others have shown that a small percentage of individuals commit the
majority of crimes [28, 29, 30], indicating that correctly identifying dangerous individuals could lead to substantial
decreases in violence levels. Proponents also claim that risk assessments are instrumental to reducing racial/economic
disparity, allocating social services, and reducingmass incarceration [31]. In particular, some jurisdictions have adopted
risk assessments at the pretrial stage to replace cash bail, which is widely viewed as biased against poor defendants
[32, 33].
In practice, reducing overall violence levels, mass incarceration, and racial/economic disparity through actuarial risk
assessment is complex. Critics have argued that as recidivism predictionmodels always rely on racially-biased features
such as arrest records, actuarial risk assessment will only exacerbate racial and socioeconomic disparity, and should
therefore be abolished [34, 35]. In a well-known incident, ProPublica claimed that COMPASwas biased against African-
Americans because there was a disparity in false positive rates and false negative rates between African-Americans and
Caucasians [36]. Follow-up research showed that this bias was likely a property of the data generation process rather
than the COMPASmodel, and that even a model that only relied on age showed a similar disparity in false positives
and false negatives [4]. Actuarial risk assessment might be vulnerable to feature bias, but it is important to remember
that other parts of the court system (such as bail and sentencing guidelines for judges) are not immune to feature bias
either—they also use criminal history and arrest records. Similarly, in one of the first large-scale empirical studies,
Stevenson [37] showed that in Kentucky, the use of the Arnold PSA seemingly increased disparity betweenwhites and
blacks at pretrial release. Because the risk scores were applied differently by judges in different counties, it seemed
that white people benefitedmore than black people in terms of pretrial release numbers—but within the same county,
white and black defendants saw similar increases in release. Thus, rather than eliminating the use of risk scores, using
them uniformly across counties may havemade risk assessments more fair across the state.
Others have argued that a fundamental flaw with risk assessments is that their simple labels obscure the true
uncertainty behind their predictions [7]. This may be true for currently used risk assessments, but merely underscores
2Kentucky created and implemented their own tool in 2006 but transitioned to the Arnold PSA in 2013.
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the necessity for researchers to developmodels which do quantify uncertainty. While actuarial risk assessments are not
perfect, wemust remember that in the absence of risk assessments, judges can only rely on their intuition—and human
intuition has been shown to be less reliable than statistical models [26, 27, 33, 38].
Another problem is that some of the most widely used risk prediction algorithms are for-profit and secret (e.g.,
COMPAS 3), yielding concerns over due process rights. In the 2017Wisconsin SupremeCourt case, Loomis v. Wisconsin,
Loomis challenged the use of the proprietary risk prediction software, COMPAS, on the grounds that this violated his
due process and equal protection rights [3]. Yet today, there are plenty of equally accurate, transparent risk prediction
tools that publish their guidelines and full models. See Table 4 in the Appendix for examples. In this article, we compare
against the Arnold PSA, an interpretable and publicly available tool which is used inmultiple jurisdictions.
There is also a general fear that the use of risk assessments could lead to situations similar to those depicted in the
movie, “Minority Report”. InMinority Report, individuals were punished before they committed a crime based on oracles’
visions of the future. However, one of themajor principles common to American criminal justice texts [40, 41] is that
individuals should be punished based on the crimes they committed in the past. This illustrates why risk assessments
have played only a minor role in sentencing. In reality, risk prediction tools are most heavily used in bail, parole, and
social services decisions.
Risk scores are no “magic bullet,” but abolishing risk assessment without a useful alternative plan will not solve the
problems above either. Reducing feature bias requires generations of community investment; jurisdictionsmust train
judges on how to use risk scores; and communities must provide treatment resources for those deemed high risk. Risk
assessments and other evidence-driven practices can be an important part of this solution. In themost recent revision
of theModel Penal Code, the American Law Institute has supported giving people shorter prison terms or sending them
to the community through the use of risk assessment tools [42, 43]. By providing simple and transparent risk scores,
we hope tomitigate the possibility that risk assessments aremiscomputed, and enable judges and defendants to fully
understand their scores.
3.2 | Black-box and InterpretableMachine Learning for Predicting Criminal Recidivism
There is an abundance of past research on usingmachine learningmethods to predict criminal recidivism. However,
many of these studies utilize black-box, non-interpretablemodels, and only optimize for predictive performance. For
instance, Neuilly et al. [44] used random forests to predict homicide offender recidivism. Other black-box models
applied to this problem include stochastic gradient boosting [45] and neural networks [46].
In comparison, there is relatively little work using interpretable machine learning techniques to forecast recidivism.
It is not even clear how interpretability should be defined in this domain4 . Berk et al. [47] used classical decision trees to
build a simple screener for forecasting domestic violence for the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department. In 2016, Goel et al.
[48] created a simple scoring system by rounding logistic regression coefficients, which helped address stop-and-frisk
for the NewYork Police Department. Zeng et al. [10] was the first work usingmodernmachine learningmethods that
globally optimized over the space of sparse linear integermodels to predict criminal recidivism. Despite the range of
interpretable models that have been applied to the criminal recidivism problem, a common thread among these works is
that simple, interpretablemodels can do just aswell as black-boxmodels, andbetter than humans. For instance, Angelino
et al. [11] found that COMPAS shows no benefit in accuracy over very simplemachine learningmodels involving age
3WhileCOMPAS’ guidelines are published and validation studies havebeenperformed, the full formsof themodels are not available and someof the validation
studies do not conform to standards of open science (i.e., the validation data is not publicly available [39], or the studies’ authors are affiliated with the
corporations that produced themodels.
4See Section 7 for a discussion of what we consider interpretable for the domain of criminal recidivism prediction
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and criminal history. Skeem et al. [38] showed that algorithms outperformed humans on predicting criminal recidivism
in three data sets, and demonstrated that the performance gapwas especially large when abundant risk factors were
considered for risk prediction.
The approaches outlined above achieved interpretability through trainingmodelswith interpretable forms. Another
major approach is post-hoc explainability, in which a simpler model provides insights into a black-boxmodel. However,
post-hoc explanations are notoriously unreliable, or are not thorough enough to fully explain the black-boxmodel [49].
Additionally, there seems to be no clear benefit of black-boxmodels over inherently interpretablemodels in terms of
prediction accuracy on the criminal recidivism problem [10, 24]. Thus, for a high-stakes problem such as predicting
criminal recidivism, we choose not to utilize thesemethods.
In fact, there have been cases in criminal justice where post-hoc explanations led to incorrect conclusions and
pervasivemisconceptions aboutwhat information someof themost common recidivismmodels use. The 2016COMPAS
scandal—where ProPublica reporters accused the proprietary COMPAS risk scores of an explicit dependence on race
[36]—was caused by a flawed, post-hoc explanation of a black-box model. In particular, ProPublica reasoned that if
a post-hoc explanation of COMPAS depended linearly on race, then COMPAS depended on race (controlling for age
and criminal history). However, as Rudin et al. [4] demonstrated, just because an explanation model depends on a
variable does notmean that the black boxmodel depends on that variable. Thus, ProPublica’s reasoning was incorrect.
In particular, this analysis found that COMPAS does not seem to depend linearly on some of its input variables (age),
and does not seem to depend on race after conditioning on age and criminal history variables. Criminologists have also
criticized the ProPublica work for other reasons [5]. Despite the flaws in the ProPublica article, it is widely viewed as
being a landmark paper on fairness in machine learning.
A notable advantage of interpretable modelling for criminal justice is that some interpretable models allow a
decision-maker to incorporate factors not in the database in a way that black-boxmodels cannot. For instance, scoring
systems (linear models with integer coefficients) place all of themodel inputs onto the same scale: every input receives
a number of points. The points of each factor in themodel provide clarity on how important each input is relative to the
others.
3.3 | FairMachine Learning
Fairness is a crucial property of risk scores. As such, the recidivism prediction problem is a keymotivator for many of
theseworks. However, recidivism prediction is rarely the primary focus of fairness papers. Many of these papers seek to
make theoretical contributions by proposing definitions of fairness and creating algorithms to achieve these definitions,
using recidivism prediction as a case study [50, 51]. Others have proven fairness impossibility theorems, showing
when different fairness constraints cannot be achieved simultaneously. For instance, the two fairness definitions at the
heart of the debate over COMPAS’ fairness (calibration and balance for positive/negative class) cannot be achieved
simultaneously in nontrivial cases 5 [52, 53]. These theorems show that many fairness definitions directly conflict,
so there cannot be a single universal definition of fairness [52, 54, 55]. Moreover, there is often a trade-off between
performance and fairness [56, 57, 58]. The emerging consensus is that any decision about the “best” definition of
fairness must rely heavily onmodel characteristics and domain-specific expertise.
The question of what should count as fair in criminal recidivism prediction can be answered by discussion among
ethicists, judges, legislators, and stakeholders in the criminal justice system. Existing American anti-discrimination law
provides a general legal framework for addressing this question. Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, there are
two theories of liability: disparate impact and disparate treatment [59]. In this article, we use the definitions of fairness
5However, by placing relaxations on the conditions, the fairness definitions can be approximately satisfied simultaneously.
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from the field of fair machine learning, as they apply directly tomachine learningmodels and aremore specific than the
general legal guidelines of disparate impact and treatment. Moreover, some of the definitions of fairness proposed by
the field of fair machine learning community are inspired by these guidelines. See Corbett-Davies and Goel [60] for a
detailed discussion of the relationship between algorithmic definitions of fairness and economic/legal definitions of
discrimination.
4 | DATA
In this study, we used criminal history data sets from Broward County, Florida, and the state of Kentucky, allowing us to
analyze howmodels perform across regions. The Broward County data set consists of publicly available criminal history
and court data from Broward County, Florida. This data set consists of the full criminal history, probational history,
and demographic data for the 11,757 individuals who received COMPAS scores at the pretrial stage from 2013-2014
(as released by ProPublica [36]). The probational history was computed from public criminal records released by the
Broward Clerk’s Office. Though the full data set includes 11,757 individuals, this analysis includes only the 1,954 for
which we could also compute the PSA.We processed the Broward data using the samemethods as Rudin et al. [4]. From
the processed data, we computed various features such as number of prior arrests, prior charges, prior felonies, prior
misdemeanors, etc.
The Kentucky pretrial and criminal court data was provided by the Department of Shared Services, Research and
Statistics in Kentucky. The data came from two systems: the Pretrial Services InformationManagement System (PRIM)
and CourtNet. The PRIM data contain records regarding defendants, interviews, PRIM cases, bonds, etc., that were
connected with the pretrial service interviews conducted between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2018. The data from
CourtNet provided further information about cases, charges, sentences, dispositions, etc. When constructing features
from the Kentucky data set, we computed features that were as similar as possible to the Broward features (e.g., prior
arrests, prior charges with different types of crimes, age at current charge) in order to comparemodels between the
two regions. There are several features from Broward data which could not be computed from the Kentucky data, such
as “age at first offense” and “prior juvenile charges”. A limitation of the Kentucky data set is that the policies governing
risk assessments changed over the period when the data was gathered, possibly impacting the consistency of the data
collection.
A difference in the data processing between the two data sets is that when constructing prediction features and
predictive labels, we considered non-convicted charges in the Broward data, but considered convicted charges in the
Kentucky data. The reason for this choice is sample size. The processed Broward data contains only 1,954 records, and
limiting the scope to convicted charges would yield only 1,297 records. The use of convicted versus non-convicted
charges between the two regionsmight explain some discrepancies in the results in Section 8, wherewe discuss the
generalization of recidivism predictionmodels between states. Note that manymodels currently implementedwithin
the justice system rely on non-convicted charges (for instance, counts of prior arrests), but for the applications such as
bail and parole, the use of non-convicted charges could be problematic—it holds individuals accountable for crimes that
theymay not have committed. Please refer to the Appendix (Section 11) for more details on the data processing and a
full list of features for both data sets.
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5 | METHODOLOGY
Throughout our analysis, we compare with two tools that are currently used to predict recidivism in the U.S. justice
system: COMPAS (Correctional OffenderManagement Profiling for Alternative Sanctions) and the Arnold PSA (Public
Safety Assessment, created by Arnold Ventures6). Althoughwewould have liked to compare against more assessment
tools, many of them use data that are not publicly available, or are owned by for-profit companies that do not release
their models. For a detailed discussion of the other risk assessments we considered and the features weweremissing,
please consult the Appendix (Section 11).
More specifically, we compared our models against the Arnold PSA’s NewCriminal Activity (NCA) and NewViolent
Criminal Activity (NVCA) scores on the general and violent recidivism problems, respectively. Note that the time-
frames and labels for prediction are important here, and our choices distinguish this study frompastworks on recidivism
prediction. Let us explain the time-frames next.
It is important that we chose fixed time-frames for prediction, in our case, two years or six months past the current
charge dates. In reality, the scores are used to assess risks during the pretrial period. However, there is a huge amount
of variation in pretrial periods, which can span a few days to a few years: the average pretrial time-span in Kentucky is
109 days, and could last upwards of 3-4 years. Since the pretrial period depends on the jurisdiction, we chose to fix
time-spans (of six months and two years) so that themodels do not depend on the policy used for determining how long
the pretrial period would be. That way, the risk calculations we produce dependmainly on the inherent characteristics
of the individual, rather than the length of the pretrial period (potentially a characteristic of the jurisdiction). Also, this
way, individuals with the same propensity to commit a new crimewithin six months (or two years depending onwhich
risk score) are given identical risk scores, even if they have different expected time periods until their respective trials.
The six-month time-span represents an approximate length of pretrial period. The two-year time-span providesmore
balanced labels, since two years provides more time to commit crimes than six months. Additionally, our evaluation
metric is AUC, which is a rank-statistic, and considers relative risk rather than absolute risk; that is, an individual who
actually commits crimes within two years of their current charge date should be ranked higher than an individual who
does not. The relative risk within the two-year time-frame is related to the relative risk for other (shorter or longer)
time-frames, allowing thesemodels to potentially generalize to varying pretrial time-frames.
Another important aspect of our prediction problems is the definition of recidivism we chose. We predict the
occurrence of a convicted chargewithin six months/two years for Kentucky. In other words, wewould like to predict
whether someonewill be arrested, within six month or two years from their current charge, for another crime that they
were later convicted for. This definition potentially alleviates a due process concern: if we instead include non-convicted
charges, ourmodels might bemore likely to predict whowill be arrested thanwhowill be convicted, which is tied to
policing practices. For Broward, wherewe did not have conviction information for later charges, we predicted any charge
within six months/two years, which is the typical approach to recidivism prediction.
In Broward, we directly computed Arnold PSA scores, as the Arnold PSA is publicly available. The features used
by the Arnold PSA are provided in Tables 16 & 17 in the Appendix. In Kentucky, we used the unscaled Arnold PSA
scores that camewith the data set.7We compared against COMPAS’ Risk of General Recidivism and Risk of Violent
Recidivism risk scores on the two-year general and two-year violent prediction problems, respectively (bothmodels
are designed to predict recidivism within two years). The COMPAS suite is proprietary, but COMPAS General and
Violent scores were provided with the Broward County data set (we do not compare against COMPAS on the Kentucky
data set). The COMPASGeneral and COMPASViolent scores appear to have been developed for a parole population
6previously named the Laura and John Arnold Foundation
7In Kentucky, Arnold PSA scores are reported to judges without scaling.
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[15], but have been applied for pretrial decisions in Broward. In this study, we consider the COMPAS scores for the
outcomes they were actually applied for (pretrial decisions), rather than the outcomes they were developed for (parole
decisions).
In Sections 6 and 7, we compare the performance of black-box and interpretable algorithms on the Broward
and Kentucky data sets. We caution readers against comparing an algorithm’s performance in Broward with its
performance in Kentucky. An algorithm’s differences in performance between the data sets could be attributed to the
many differences between the two regions. For instance, the Broward data set is at the county level while the Kentucky
data set is at the state level. As the Kentucky data is at the state level, it embeds diverse information about 120 counties
(e.g., demographics, legislation, culture, local policing practices). Thus, in Sections 6 and 7, the comparisons between
baseline models and interpretable models are conducted within each data set. In Section 8, we discus in detail the
regional differences between Broward County and Kentucky, and present a set of experiments that illustratemodel
performance gaps resulting from these regional differences.
5.1 | Prediction Labels
In addition to two-year general recidivism and two-year violent recidivism—the two types of criminal recidivism
considered by COMPAS and the PSA—we computed recidivism prediction labels specific to various crime types, such as
property, drug related recidivism and recidivismwith felony or misdemeanor level charges.8 Note that an individual
could have multiple positive labels, indicating that the newly committed crime involves multiple charge types. We
defined recidivism as a recorded charge within a certain time frame. Out of all the possible recidivism prediction tasks
we considered, we selected the six most balanced: general, violent, drug, property, felony, and misdemeanor. To
investigate the effect of temporal scale on predictive performance, we generated these six tasks using the timewindows
two-years and six-months after the current charge date (or release date, if the individual went to prison for their
current charge), for a total of twelve tasks. The summary of prediction tasks and the base rate of recidivism for each
task is provided in Table 1.
Kentucky Broward
Labels Two Year P (yi = 1) SixMonth P (yi = 1) Two Year P (yi = 1) SixMonth P (yi = 1) Explanation
General 20.4% 5.7 % 45.5% 21.8 % yi = 1 if the defendant had any type of charge within two years (resp. six
months) from current charge date/release date
Violent 3.4% 0.7% 21.0% 8.4% yi = 1 if the defendant had a violent charge within two years (resp. six
months) from current charge date/release date
Drug 8.7% 2.0% 9.3% 4.0% yi = 1 if the defendant had a drug-related charge within two years (resp.
six months) from current charge date/release date
Property 3.9% 0.9% 9.0% 5.0 % yi = 1 if the defendant had a property-related charge within two years
(resp. six months) from current charge date/release date
Felony 9.6% 2.4% 17.6% 8.9 % yi = 1 if the defendant had a felony-level chargewithin two years (resp. six
months) from current charge date/release date
Misdemeanor 15.6% 3.9% 27.2% 12.5 % yi = 1 if the defendant had a misdemeanor-level charge within two years
(resp. six months) from current charge date/release date
TABLE 1 Label distributions for Broward and Kentucky.
8For clarity, we apply the typewrite font to indicate the prediction tasks.
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5.2 | Problem Setup
Due to the binary nature of recidivism tasks, we approached these prediction problems as binary classification problems,
but do not binarize the final predicted probabilities/scores of themachine learningmodels for the following reasons.
First, existing risk scores are usually nonbinary. For instance, the Arnold PSA’s unscaled NewCriminal Activity (NCA)
score takes integer values from 0 through 13, while the COMPAS Risk of Recidivism and Risk of Violent Recidivism
scores take on integer values from 1 through 10 [15, 20]. Second, we want to create more nuanced risk scores both
by predicting highly-specific types of recidivism, (in addition to coarser categories like general recidivism), and by
presenting non-binary scores which reflect a range of risk values.
Since the predictions are nonbinary, we use Area Under the Curve (AUC) as our evaluationmetric. This decision
also impacts the fairness metrics we assess, which we discuss in Section 9. We applied nested cross validation process
to train themodels. Please refer to the Appendix (Section 11) for the details.
6 | BASELINE MACHINE LEARNING METHODS
To provide a basis of comparison for the interpretablemodels (presented in Section 7), we evaluated the performance of
six common, non-interpretable machine learning methods in this section. We present the baseline prediction results for
Broward and Kentucky in Tables 7 and 8 respectively. Baselinemodels and descriptions are provided below. The tuned
hyperparameters and packages used for each problem are provided in the Appendix (Section 11).
• `2 Penalized Logistic Regression: To prevent over-fitting, there is an `2 penalty term on the sum of squared
coefficients in the loss function for logistic regression. Although this method produces linear models, we consider
`2-penalized logistic regression to be non-interpretable because if the number of input features is large, there could
be a large number of nonzero terms in themodel.
• `1 Penalized Logistic Regression: To prevent over-fitting, there is an `1 penalty term on the sum of absolute values
of coefficients in the loss function for logistic regression. This algorithm creates sparser models than `2 penalized
logistic regression. Notice that the sparsity of the model depends on the magnitude of the penalty andmust be
balancedwith consideration of prediction performance. In our experiments, `1 models with Broward data were
sparse yet maintained good predictive performances. However, the best `1 models with Kentucky data still had
toomany features, which made it difficult to interpret the results. Therefore, we classified `1-penalized logistic
regression as a non-interpretable algorithm.
• SVMwith a Linear Kernel [61]: An algorithm that outputs a hyperplane that separates two classes bymaximizing
the sum ofmargins between the hyperplane and all points. Incorrectly classified points are penalized. Although
SVMwith linear kernel yields a linear model, the concerns with `1 and `2 penalized logistic regressions apply here
as well: the number of nonzero terms could be large, making it difficult to interpret themodel.
• Random Forest [62]: An ensemblemethod that combines the predictions of multiple decision trees, each of which
is trained on a bootstrap sample of the data. The implementation we use combines individual trees by averaging
the probabilistic prediction of each tree. Random Forest is usually considered a black-box classifier because it is
difficult to understand the individual contribution of each feature (which can be found inmany trees), and the joint
relationship between features.
• Boosted Decision Trees [63]: An ensemblemethodwhere a sequence of weak classifiers (decision trees) are fit to
weighted versions of the data. Similar to random forest, boosted decision trees produce black-boxmodels because
it is difficult to understand the joint relationships of the features. We use the XGBoost implementation [64].
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Major Findings: We found that all baseline machine learning algorithms performed similarly across recidivism
problems for the Kentucky data set. We also found that models performed better on the six-month prediction problems
than on the two-year problems on Kentucky data, but not on Broward data. These findings will be discussed throughout
the following subsections.
6.1 | Broward Baseline Results
Table 7 in the Appendix contains the performance of baseline algorithms on the Broward data; the results are visualized
in Figure 1 (presented below). We noticed that no algorithm consistently performs better than the others. Simple linear
models can even outperform black-boxmodels in some prediction problems. For instance, in the two-year prediction
problems, `2-penalized logistic regression and LinearSVM tie in performance for the general recidivism prediction.
XGBoost performs the best in violent and property prediction problems. `1-penalized logistic regression has the best
performance in drug and felony prediction tasks, while `2-penalized logistic regression has the best performance in
misdemeanor recidivism prediction. The largest performance gap is 5.1%, from property recidivism prediction.
In the six month prediction problems, we see the same phenomenon that no single model dominates the others
in performance. Overall, the performance gaps across baseline models for the general, felony, and misdemeanor
prediction tasks are small, while other prediction problems have larger gaps.
F IGURE 1 Visualizations of Broward baseline results from Table 7 in the Appendix. Within each prediction problem,
all algorithms performed similarly. No single algorithm consistently outperformed others.
6.2 | Kentucky Baseline Results
In Kentucky, complex and nonlinear baselines perform slightly better than linear models (see Table 8 in the Appendix
and Figure 4, which is presented below), potentially due to the larger size of the Kentucky data set (1,956 records in
Broward county versus 250K records in Kentucky). In particular, Random Forest and XGBoost uniformly perform
slightly better than all the other algorithms on all prediction tasks, over both time periods we examined. XGBoost
performs the best on all tasks. However, performance gaps, across all prediction problems and in both time frames, are
very small. Thus, we conclude that all the baseline algorithms perform similarly over the Kentucky data set . One thing
we noticed from the Kentucky results is that all algorithms perform slightly better on the six-month recidivism period
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than on the two-year period.
F IGURE 2 Visualizations of Kentucky baseline results from Table 8 in the Appendix. Random Forest and XGBoost
consistently perform better than other models, but the results are similar across all models.
7 | INTERPRETABLE MACHINE LEARNING METHODS
For recidivism prediction, we considered several different types of interpretable machine learning methods with
different levels of interpretability, ranging from scoring systems to decision trees, to additive models. Since the Burgess
model in 1928 [65], recidivism risk assessments have traditionally been scoring systems, which are sparse linear models
with positive integer coefficients. A scoring system can be visualized as a simple scoring table or set of figures. There
have only recently been algorithms designed to optimally learn scoring systems directly from data, without manual
feature selection or rounding. Scoring systems have several advantages: they allow an understanding of how variables
act jointly to form the prediction; they are understandable by non-experts; risks can be computed without a calculator;
and they are consistent with the form ofmodel that criminologists have built over the last century, where “points” are
given to the individual, and the total points are transformed into a risk of recidivism. Further, outside information (such
as risk factors that are not in any database) can be more easily incorporated into the risk score: it is much easier to
determine howmany points to assign to a new factor if the points are integer-valued for the known risk factors (e.g., we
could choose to subtract three points for drug treatment, to counteract four points of past drug-related arrests).
While scoring systems appear to be the accepted standard for interpretability in the domain of criminal justice,
imposing the constraints of linearity, sparsity, and integrality of coefficients could potentially be strong enough to reduce
accuracy. Thus, we also consider modern algorithms that satisfy a subset of the conditions of interpretability (sparsity in
features, ability to visualize/explain any variable interactions, linearity, integer coefficients). Specifically, we tested four
interpretable machine learning algorithms: Classification and Regression Trees (CART), Explainable BoostingMachine
(EBM), Additive Stumps, and RiskSLIM (Risk-Calibrated Supersparse Linear IntegerModels). Algorithm specifics are
articulated below and the tested hyperparameters are provided in the Appendix (Section 11). We also tested two
existing risk assessments—the Arnold PSA and COMPAS—and compared their performances to both baseline and
interpretable machine learningmodels.
• Classification and Regression Trees (CART) [62]: Amethod to create decision trees by continuously splitting input
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features on certain values until a stopping criterion is satisfied. CART constructs binary trees using the feature
and threshold that yields the largest information gain at each node. We constrain themaximum depth of the tree
to ensure that it does not use toomany features. CARTmodels are nonlinear. They cannot bewritten as scoring
systems, but can bewritten as logical models.
• Explainable BoostingMachine (EBM) [12]: An algorithm that uses boosting to train Generalized AdditiveModels
with a few interaction terms (GA2Ms). The contribution by each feature and feature interaction pair can be
visualized. Themodels are interpretable andmodular, thus editable by experts. Themodels are generally not sparse,
and cannot be written as scoring systems.
• RiskSLIM [66]: An algorithm that generates sparse linear models with integer coefficients that have risk-calibrated
probabilities. Themodels generated by RiskSLIM have form similar to that of models used in criminal justice over
the last century.
• Additive Stumps: An interpretable variation on `1-penalized logistic regression: for each feature, we generate
multiple binary stumps (this pre-processing technique is discussed further in the next section), and apply `1-
penalized logistic regression to these stumps. Ideally, the featureswill havemonotonically increasing (or decreasing)
contributions to the estimated probability of recidivism. Models constructed using this method generally use
fewer features than those constructed with vanilla `1-penalized logistic regression. Thesemodels are flexible and
nonlinear. Thesemodels also cannot bewritten as scoring systems because they are not sparse in the number of
nonlinearities.
• Arnold PSA [20]: A widely-used, publicly available, interpretable risk assessment system that consists of three
scores: New Criminal Activity (NCA), New Violent Criminal Activity (NVCA), and Failure to Appear (FTA). We
compare against the NCA for the general recidivism problem, and against the NVCA for the violent recidivism
problem, on both two-year and six-month time scales. The NCA has 7 factors, while the NVCA has 5 factors.
• COMPAS [15]: A widely-used risk assessment system that consists of several scores, including the three that we
study: Risk of General Recidivism (COMPASGeneral), Risk of Violent Recidivism (COMPASViolent), and Risk of
Failure to Appear. We compare against the COMPASGeneral score for the two-year general recidivism problem,
and compare against the COMPASViolent score for the two-year violent problem.
Major Findings: Overall, the best interpretable models performed approximately as well as the best black-boxmodels
on both regions and both prediction time periods we considered.
7.1 | Pre-processing Features into Binary Stumps
Weperformed a data pre-processing technique for two of the interpretable machine learning algorithms: RiskSLIM and
Additive Stumps. This technique consists of transforming all original features into binary stumps (dummy variables)
using Equation 1. Pre-processing the features into stumps allows us to include nonlinear interactions between the
features (e.g. age, criminal history) and labels. It also allows us to visualize each Additive Stumps model as a set of
monotonically increasing (or decreasing) curves.
Formally, stumps are binary indicators, which are created by splitting features at pre-specified thresholds. For a
featureX (j ), and a set of threshold values K ∈ Ò, we generate decreasing stumps S (j )
k
for all k ∈ K as follows:
S
(j )
k
=

1, forX (j ) ≤ k
0, else
(1)
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We can generate increasing stumps analogously by substituting ≥ for ≤ in the definition above. The rationale behind
the naming convention is as follows. Linear models constructed from increasing (respectively, decreasing) stumps
have the nice property that if one sums the contribution from all stumps corresponding to a fixed original feature
(i.e., f (X (j )) = ∑
k ∈K
ck S
(j )
k
for the featureX (j )), and the coefficients ck aremostly non-negative 9, the resulting function
f (X (j )) is monotonically increasing (respectively decreasing), which is desirable for interpretability.
More concretely, the “age_at_current_charge” feature ranges from 18 to 70 in our data. For all age-related features,
we construct decreasing stumps for k = {18, 19, ..., , 60}. We chose decreasing stumps for age features because based
on past studies [e.g., 4, 67] and criminological theory [16, 68, 69] , the probability of recidivism decreases with age. On
the other hand, intuitively, the probability of recidivism should increase as criminal history increases. Thus, we construct
increasing stumps for the remaining features (which relate to criminal history).
To select a collection of stumps for the RiskSLIM and Additive Stumpsmodel, we selected threshold values for all
features by examining each feature visualization from EBM and choosing the threshold values that correspond to sharp
drops in the predicted scores.
7.2 | Broward Prediction Results for InterpretableModels
Table 9 in the Appendix and Figure 3 show the results of interpretablemodels on the Broward data set. For all prediction
problems in both two-year and six-month prediction periods that we examined, we observed that CART consistently
performedworse than other algorithms. Additive Stumps and EBMperformed similarly on all the prediction tasks and
outperformed other models, including the Arnold PSA and COMPAS, onmost of the prediction tasks.
The performances of the best interpretable models are very similar to that of the best baseline models—this is true
for each of the prediction problems we considered. The AUC gaps between the best interpretable models and best
baselinemodels for all two-year prediction tasks range from 0.3% to 1.7% in absolute value, and range from 0.2% to
2.6% for six-month prediction tasks. The twomaximumprediction gaps, 1.7% and 2.6%, both come from drug recidivism
prediction tasks. Prediction gaps from all other problems are smaller than 1%.
F IGURE 3 Broward interpretable model results.
9For decreasing (respectively increasing) stumps, if the coefficient for the largest (respectively smallest) stump is negative, the function f will still bemonotonic
because the negative value will be subtracted from all values of the remaining stumps
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7.3 | Kentucky Prediction Results for InterpretableModels
The Kentucky prediction results are provided in Table 10 in the Appendix, and visualized in Figure 4. For all prediction
problems in both time frames we considered, CART, EBM, and Additive Stumps all had similar performances. RiskSLIM
had relatively lower results compared to other interpretable models. All interpretable models performed better than
the Arnold PSA, with the exception that the Arnold PSA performed slightly better (0.3%) than RiskSLIM on two-year
general recidivism. Oncemore, we observed that the best interpretable models can perform approximately as well as
the best black-boxmodels (XGBoost). For the two-year prediction tasks, the differences in performance between the
best interpretable and the best black-boxmodels ranged from 0.7% to 0.9% in absolute value; for six-month problems,
the difference ranged from 0.4% to 1.5%.
F IGURE 4 Kentucky interpretable model results.
Summary of Interpretable Models’ Results: We found that the best interpretable models performed approxi-
mately as well as the best black-boxmodels, on both data sets and both time periods we considered, which is consistent
with previous studies on other data sets [10]. The best interpretablemodels possess the advantage of being transparent
and interpretable, allowing judges and defendants a better understanding of the predictions that themodel outputs.
7.4 | Tables and Visualizations of InterpretableModels
Each of the interpretable machine learningmethods producesmodels that can be visualized, either as a decision tree
(CART), scoring table (RiskSLIM), or as a set of visualizations (EBM, Additive Stumps). In this section, we present these
tables and visualizations for EBM, Additive Stumps and RiskSLIM, to give a clearer understanding of each model’s
interpretability. Here we used the two-year general recidivism prediction problem on Kentucky data as an example.
7.4.1 | EBMModels
The EBMpackage provides visualizations for each feature in the data set along with a bar chart of feature importance,
both of which are displayed in an interactive dashboard. The dashboard allows users (potentially judges) to see the
scores corresponding to each bar or line by hovering themouse over it. EBMmodels are not sparse in the number of
features, so there could be visualizations for all features. Here, we show screenshots of the bar chart and visualizations
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for the three most important features. EBM visualizations are similar to those from Additive Stumps, in that each
feature’s contribution to the score can be displayed separately. However, EBM scores do not tend to bemonotonically
increasing or decreasing in each feature.
F IGURE 5 Visualizations from EBMon two-year general recidivism. Top left: overall importance of each feature,
ranked from themost important variable to least important. Remaining three: visualization for the contribution of the
feature to the overall score (top) and histograms of feature values to show the distribution (bottom). Features
contributions are visualized as bar charts if the feature takes binary value. The shaded grey area represents the
confidence region. We see that as values get larger, there is more uncertainty in the predictions, whichmay be because
we have fewer data points for such large feature values.
7.4.2 | Additive Stumps
Additive Stumpsmodels are constructed by thresholding the original features, such as age or criminal history, into binary
stumps, followed by running `1-penalized logistic regression on the stumps. Choosing an appropriate regularization
value for `1-penalized logistic regression can give us amodel that is sparse in the number of original features—despite
the fact that the regularization is directly on the stumps, not on the original features. For the Kentucky two-year
general recidivism problem, the final model contains 28 stumps plus an intercept. These stumps are rooted under
only 14 original features. Visualizations of the contributions for these 14 features are presented in Figure 6. Table 11,
containing a scoring table that includes all 28 stumps plus an intercept, is provided in the Appendix (Section 11).
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F IGURE 6 Visualizations of the total contribution for each of the original features in the Additive Stumpsmodel on
two-year general recidivism. The contribution from each stump feature is the estimated coefficient from `1-penalized
logistic regression.
7.4.3 | RiskSLIM
RiskSLIM produces scoring tables with coefficients optimized to be integers (“points”), whichmakes the predictions
easier to calculate and interpret for users, such as judges. The total points are translated into probabilities using the
logistic function provided at the top of the table. By examining a RiskSLIM model, users can easily identify which
features contribute to the final score and by howmuch. We provide scoring tables in Table 2 for two-year general
recidivism prediction on both Broward and Kentucky data sets. More tables are provided in the Appendix (Section 11).
We noticed that for each prediction problem, almost all five of the cross validation folds for the RiskSLIM algorithm
yielded the same model on the (larger) Kentucky data set. In more detail, for Kentucky two-year drug and violent
recidivism prediction problems, all five RiskSLIMmodels produced during cross validationwere identical. For the rest of
the prediction labels, four out of five cross validationmodels were the same. For the six-month recidivism prediction
problems, the misdemeanor prediction problem resulted in five identical RiskSLIMmodels, and the violent recidivism
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prediction problem had four models that were the same. The fact that the Kentucky RiskSLIMmodels are often the
same, despite being trained on different (albeit overlapping) subsets of data, suggests that they are robust to the exact
subsample used for training.
TABLE 2 Two-year general recidivism RiskSLIMmodels for Broward (left) and Kentucky (right). Each feature is
given an integer point. The final predicted probability is calculated by inputting the total score to the logistic function
provided on the top of the tables.
Broward
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-2 + score)))
age at current charge ≤31 1 points +...
number of prior misdemeanor charges ≥4 1 points ...
had charge(s) within last three years = Yes 1 points ...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = ....
Kentucky
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-2 + score)))
number of prior arrest≥ 2 1 points +...
number of prior arrest≥ 3 1 points +...
number of prior arrest≥ 5 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
8 | RECIDIVISM PREDICTION MODELS DO NOT GENERALIZE WELL ACROSS
REGIONS
It is common practice for recidivism prediction systems to be applied across states, or even countries, with only minor
tuning on local populations. Implicit in this practice is the assumption that models trained on data from one collection of
locations will performwell when used in another collection of locations—i.e., that models generalize across locations. For
instance, the Arnold PSA, which was developed on 1.5 million cases from approximately 300 U.S. jurisdictions, has been
adopted in the states of Arizona, Kentucky, New Jersey, andmany large cities including Chicago, Houston, Phoenix, etc.
[20]. These systems have remained in place for years without any updates.
However, based on our experimental results, we conjecture that different locations would benefit from specialized
models that conform to the specific aspects of each location. For instance, let us briefly compare the state of Kentucky
and Broward County in Florida. The demographics are completely different: Kentucky is not a diverse state (87.8%
white, 7.8% black, and 4.4% other groups in 2019 [70]), whereas Broward County is more racially diverse (62.3%, white;
17.1%Hispanic or Latino; 12.2% black or African American; 5.07%Asian and other groups [71]. The geographies of
the locations are drastically different as well: Kentucky is an interior state located in the Upland Southwith a humid
subtropical climate, whereas Broward County is at the eastern edge of Florida with a tropical climate. Several studies
have indicated an association between climate (temperature, humidity, and precipitation) and crime [72, 73, 74]. There
aremany other factors that differ between the locations thatmight affect the generalization of the recidivism prediction
models, such as different local prosecution practices, laws and theway they are administered, social service programs,
local cultures, educational systems, and judges’ views.
Becausemodels tend to be used broadly across locations, in this section we aim to investigate howwell predictive
models generalize between the two locations for which we have data. We trainedmodels on Kentucky and tested on
Broward (and vice versa). We lookedmore closely at age, and examined how the joint probability distribution of age
and recidivism differs between Broward and Kentucky. We focused on age because of its important relationship to
recidivism [67, 69, 75].
Major Findings: Our analysis shows that models do not generalize well across regions, and the joint probability
distribution of age and recidivism varies across states. Therefore, we suggest that different models be constructed in
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different regions, and be updated periodically.
8.1 | Training onOne Region and Testing on theOther
In order to construct models on one region and test them on the other, we only used the shared features from both
data sets. Nested cross validation was used to train both themodels that were trained in one region and tested in the
other, and themodels that were trained and tested in the same region. More details about this procedure can be found
in Section 11.7 in the Appendix. Table 12 and Table 14 in the Appendix respectively show the performance of models
trained on Kentucky and tested on Broward, and models trained on Broward and tested on Kentucky. Table 13 and
Table 15 respectively show the performance of models trained and tested on Broward, andmodels trained and tested
on Kentucky.
Comparing Table 12 with Table 13, we observed that there is an overall decrease in model performance when
models were trained in Kentucky and tested on Broward. For instance, for the two-year general recidivism problem,
the performances drop between 3.5% to 6.0% on the baseline models. A similar pattern can be observed for the
interpretable models. Conversely, when we trained models on Broward and tested on Kentucky, we observed even
larger performance decreases from themodels trained and tested on only Kentucky (compare Table 14 to Table 15). For
the two-year general prediction task, performance gaps from baselinemodels range between 5.1% and 8.6%, while the
gaps range from 4.6% to 12.0% for interpretable models.
Through this experimentation, we concluded that for at least the twelve prediction problems in our setup, models
do not generalize across states. This could be attributable to differences in the joint probability distribution of features
and outcomes between locations. To understand the difference in these distributions more closely, we examine the age
feature.
8.2 | Age-Recidivism Probability Distributions by Region
Age has traditionally been a highly predictive factor for recidivism [67, 69, 75]. Therefore, differences in the age
distributions between two regions could significantly impact amodel’s ability to generalize between regions.
Consider the general recidivism problem as an example. In Kentucky, the probability of general recidivism for
both six-month and two-year prediction periods peaks for individuals aged around the early to mid 30s and then
decreases as age increases. In Broward County, the age distribution for the corresponding general recidivism problem
is substantially different. From Figure 7, the probabilities seem to peak around ages 18-29, and then decrease after
age 29. There are less data for higher ages, causing greater variance in the probabilities. For the violent recidivism
problem, please refer to Figure 11 in the Appendix (Section 11).
Additionally, there is a large gap in the probability magnitudes between the two regions. For instance, the probabili-
ties of general recidivism from the Broward data set can exceed 0.5, while the probabilities of general recidivism from
Kentucky data are all less than 0.4. Thus, the populations of individuals from Broward and Kentucky who recidivate are
different with respect to age.
This difference is directly manifested in the interpretable models presented in Section 7.4. We found that the
selection of features differs between interpretable models trained on Broward and Kentucky data. For instance,
referring to the simple RiskSLIMmodels listed in Section 11.8 in the Appendix, which show themost important features
in each prediction problem, we noticed that with Broward data, almost all prediction problems contain at least one
age feature, either “age at current charge” or “age at first offense.” This suggests that age is important in predicting
recidivism across different problems trained on the Broward data. However, none of the RiskSLIM models trained
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F IGURE 7 Probability of recidivism v. age at current charge—general recidivism
on the Kentucky data set use age features. Almost all the models use “prior arrest” features, reflecting the fact that
Kentucky recidivism prediction problems rely more on prior criminal history information than on age.
9 | FAIRNESS
In this section, we conduct a technical discussion of a small fraction of the various fairness definitions that have emerged
recently, and an evaluation of howwell the interpretablemodels satisfy themon theKentucky data set. Wefirst describe
our rationale for selecting fairness definitions (calibration, balance for positive/negative class, and balanced group AUC).
Next, we evaluate howwell the Arnold PSA, COMPAS, EBM (the best-performing interpretable models) and RiskSLIM
(themost interpretable andmost constrainedmodels) satisfy these definitions on the two-year general recidivism and
two-year violent recidivism problems in Kentucky. Finally, we discuss how current fairness-enforcement procedures
interact with interpretability.
Major Findings: Empirically, we found no egregious violations of the three fairness definitions (group calibration,
BPC/BNC, and BG-AUC) for both interpretable machine learning models we assessed (EBM and RiskSLIM) for the
two-year general recidivism problem on the Kentucky data set. We found that the Arnold NCA raw score violated one
of the fairness definitions (BPC/BNC). Overall, we observed a larger gap in fairness (for all three fairness measures we
examined) between the largest and smallest sensitive groups, than between black andwhite sensitive groups. We also
note that existing techniques to enforce fairness generally require non-interpretable transformations, and therefore do
not work well with interpretable models.
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9.1 | Selection of Fairness Metrics: Calibration, Balance for Positive/Negative Class, Bal-
anced Group AUC
As discussed in Section 5.2, we do not wish to consider binary risk scores in this study. This decision limits us to amuch
smaller class of fairness definitions (e.g., statistical parity would not be relevant). Below, we summarize the definitions
that apply to regression that we do not consider and the reasons why:
• Fairness through unawareness states that amodel should not use any sensitive features [55]. However, if there
are proxies for sensitive features present in the data set, themodel can still learn an association between a sensitive
group and the outcome. Fairness through unawareness could be used if one decides that a proxy feature is
permissible to use (e.g., if one decided that age could be used, despite its correlation with race), but we do not
presume that this is what is desired for this application. Of course, if fairness through unawareness is desired, it is
easy to construct models that satisfy this definition.
• Individual fairness intuitively requires that “similar” individuals are treated “similarly” by themodel—individuals
with similar features should be given similar model scores. This type of fairness requires manually (and thus
subjectively) defining a notion of similarity between individuals [76]. This type of subjective choice goes beyond the
scope of this paper.
Once we limited ourselves to real-valued outcomes and eliminated the above definitions, only a few definitions
remained. In a literature search for non-binary fairness definitions, we found the following: calibration, balance for
positive class/balance for negative class (BPC/BNC) and balanced group AUC (BG-AUC).
Below,G denotes a (categorical) sensitive attribute such as race, and gi denotes one of the sensitive groups inG (e.g.
African-American, Caucasian, and Hispanic, for the sensitive attribute of race).Y ∈ {0, 1} denotes the ground-truth
label (recidivism status) and S denotes the predicted score from amodel.
• Calibration: We consider two notions of calibration. The first, group calibration, requires that for all predicted
scores, the fraction of positive labels is the same across all groups. Mathematically, group calibration over the
sensitive attributeG requires:
P (Y = 1 |S = s,G = gi ) = P (Y = 1 |S = s,G = gj ), universalAlti , j
where s is the given value of a risk score.10 In practice, it is common to bin the score S if there aremany possible
values. The second,monotonic calibration, requires that if s1 < s2, then P (Y = 1 |S = s1) < P (Y = 1 |S = s2). 11
These types of calibration are of particular concern to designers of current recidivism riskmodels. Group calibration
means that a risk score holds the same “meaning” for each race. Monotonic calibration means that if the score
increases, the risk also increases. These notions are important because human decision-makers expect risk scores
to have these intuitive properties (but not all algorithms produce calibratedmodels) [77].
• Balance for Positive Class (BPC) requires that for all individuals with a positive label, the expected values of the
10In the case where scores are binary, group calibration is equivalent to requiring conditional use accuracy equality.
11We note that a real-valued score S between 0 and 1 is well-calibrated if P (Y = 1 |S = s) = s . Well-calibration says that the predicted probability of recidi-
vism should be the same as the true probability of recidivism [55]. Although well-calibration is the definition of calibration that is standard in the statistics
community, we consider monotonic-calibration here because any score that is monotonically-calibrated can be transformed to bewell-calibrated.
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predicted scores are the same across groups. Mathematically, a risk score S satisfies BPC if:
E [S |Y = 1,G = gi ] = E [S |Y = 1,G = gj ], universalAlti , j .
Similarly, a risk score S satisfiesBalance for Negative Class (BNC) if:
E [S |Y = 0,G = gi ] = E [S |Y = 0,G = gj ], universalAlti , j .
BPC and BNC differ only in the labelY .12 Intuitively, BPCmeans that the average score for recidivists is the same in
each group, while BNCmeans that the average score for non-recidivists is the same in each sensitive group.
BPC/BNC is an intuitive notion of fairness, which says that it is permissible to give consistently higher (respectively
lower) scores to individuals who truly belong to the positive (respectively negative) class. However, BPC/BNC
limits the set of attributes where it is permissible to “discriminate” between individuals, to the labelY . Suppose
the count of prior offenses is an important feature for a recidivism prediction model—higher prior counts lead
to higher scores. This is a reasonable model assumption because a higher prior count is correlated with higher
recidivism rates. If on average, African-Americans have higher prior counts than Caucasians, the model will not
satisfy BPC/BNC. For amodel to satisfy BPC/BNC, it must give the same average score to individuals from a certain
race andwith a certain recidivism label, regardless of distributional differences in prior counts. Those who believe
that prior counts and arrests are racially biased against African-Americansmight find this a desirable property of
a fairness definition. On the other hand, thosewho find this undesirable can fix this by conditioning on the prior
counts attribute as well.
• Balanced Group AUC (BG-AUC) requires that the AUC of the risk score is the same for each sensitive group. This
definition is our adaptation of overall accuracy equality [56], which asks that the score’s accuracy is the same for
each sensitive group. Our risk scores are not binary sowe do not assess accuracy in this work, but assessing the
AUC for each group is the natural analog.
Sensitive attributes: The two sensitive attributes that are available in the Kentucky data sets are race and gender.
In the Kentucky data set, all individuals are partitioned into Caucasian, African-American, Indian, Asian, and
Other, but we group the Indian and Asian attributes into Other because there are very few individuals with these
attributes. See Table 19 for the distribution of sensitive attributes in Kentucky. The Kentucky data set also partitions
individuals into the genders Female and Male. To summarize,
races in Kentucky = {Caucasian, African-American, Other}
sexes in Kentucky = {Female, Male}.
We remark that the binary versions of calibration and BPC/BNC definitions conflicted during the COMPAS scandal.
Investigative journalists from ProPublica found that COMPAS had a higher false negative rate for Caucasians and a
higher false positive rate for African-Americans.13 In response, however, Northpointe claimed that COMPAS scores
were calibrated.
Kleinberg et al.’s [52] impossibility theoremdemonstrated that the conflict between calibration andBPC/BNCholds
in general. In particular, they show that if a model does not satisfy either of the two trivial cases—amodel that always
12In the binary case, BPC/BNC is equivalent to equalized odds [50], which requires that false positive rates and false negative rates are equal for each group.
13To determine false negative/positive rates, ProPublica binned COMPAS scores into binary scores,
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makes perfect predictions, or a data set where the base rates of recidivism are equal for each sensitive group—then the
model cannot satisfy all three fairness definitions simultaneously. However, a relaxed version of the theorem states
that, if either of the two conditions approximately hold (approximately perfect predictions, or approximately equal base
rates), then the three fairness definitions can be approximately satisfied at the same time.
Figure 10 in the Appendix shows that the base rates for all sensitive attributes under each prediction problem on
the Kentucky data. We noticed that for the two-year general and violent recidivism problems, the base rates are
similar to each other (less than 3% in differences) across gender and race categories (except for “Other”). Given the
relaxed version of the impossibility theorem, together with the relaxed criteria of the 3% difference we considered, we
expect that the three fairness definitions can all be approximately satisfied.
9.2 | Fairness Results
We assessedmodel fairness only on the Kentucky data because the Broward data has a limited sample size, potentially
making the fairness results unreliable. (We attempted the evaluation on Broward data, but conditioning on race/gender
and the true label/score in the Broward data led to subgroups that were too small, and therefore noisy results.) We
compared the interpretablemodels, EBM and RiskSLIM, to the Arnold PSA on Kentucky. EBMhas the best performance
onmost of the prediction problems on the Kentucky data set. RiskSLIM performs relatively worse, but is considerably
simpler as there are nomore than five features in eachmodel, coefficients are integers, and themodel is linear.
We evaluated the two-year general and two-year violent problems, as they are the primary problems that the
Arnold PSA is used for. For the two-year general problem, we evaluated the unscaled Arnold NewCriminal Activity
(NCA) score; for the two-year violent problem,we assessed the unscaledArnoldNewViolent Criminal Activity (NVCA)
score. Although Arnold Ventures provides a table to scale the Arnold scores, in Kentucky, judges are presented with the
unscaled scores along with a categorization of the scores as low, medium, and high risk. Results for two-year general
recidivism are presented directly in this section; results for two-year violent recidivism can be found in the Appendix.
Note that each of the fairness conditions implicitly has a threshold parameter. For instance, the fairness condition
BPC is strictly satisfied if themean scores betweenmultiple groups are “equal” to each other. However, whether two
numbers are approximately equal is subjective and requires a threshold. So onemust always issue a disclaimer when
stating that any of these fairness conditions are satisfied. Hencewe remark that subjective thresholds were used to
determine whether fairness conditions were approximately satisfied in what follows.
| Calibration
As Figure 8 shows, the Arnold NCA raw score does not satisfy monotonic calibration for race or gender groups. The
score approximately satisfies group calibration for race (excluding the “Other” group) for all score values except for
13, and approximately satisfies group calibration for gender for all score values less than 11. The reasonwhy higher
Arnold NCA raw scores fail the calibration definitions may be that there are few individuals with higher scores in
the data set , thus making the results less stable. Interestingly, we found that the scaled version of Arnold NCA fully
satisfied monotonic and group calibration, but had slightly worse predictive performance. EBM and RiskSLIM both
satisfy monotonic calibration and group calibration for all gender and race groups (excluding the “Other” group).
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(c) For RiskSLIM, the domain of the graph goes up to only 0.3 −
0.4 (unlike the other graphs). The curves are monotonically
increasing and overlap with each other with the “Other” cat-
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is approximately group calibrated and monotonically cali-
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F IGURE 8 Calibration results for the Arnold NCA raw, EBM and RiskSLIM for two-year general recidivism on
Kentucky.
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| Balance for Positive/Negative Class (BPC/BNC)
Formodels that provide risk probabilities as output (namely EBMandRiskSLIMmodels), we apply a 3% rule to determine
whether BPC and BNC conditions are satisfied. The unscaled Arnold NCA produces scores between 0 and 13 rather
than probabilities, so we use a 0.4 difference threshold to determine whether BPC and BNC are satisfied. That is, if the
difference in scores between the two groups is greater than the threshold, thenwe conclude that themodel violates
BPC/BNC. All conclusions we present below exclude the “Other” race group, because of its small sample size.
Figure 9(a) displays the BPC/BNC results for the Arnold NCA raw, and shows that Arnold NCA satisfies neither
BNC nor BPC on gender or race groups. Figures 9(b) shows that EBM satisfies both BPC and BNC on race groups. EBM
also satisfies BNC, but not BPC, on gender groups. Figure 9(c) displays the results for RiskSLIM, which satisfies both
BPC and BNC on race and gender groups.
| Balanced Group AUC (BG-AUC)
Wedetermine whether themodels satisfy BG-AUC using a 3% rule. In Kentucky, AUC values are stable across sensitive
attributes for all models, satisfying BG-AUC for both gender and race. The discrepancies in AUC between African-
Americans and Caucasians range from 0.3% (RiskSLIM) to 2.1% (Arnold NCA raw). The range gets smaller for gender
groups, lying between 0.5% (Arnold NCA) to 1.3% (RiskSLIM). Hence, we found that the Arnold NCA raw, EBM and
RiskSLIM all satisfy Balanced Group AUC for the race (excluding the “Other” group) and gender groups.
TABLE 3 AUCs of the Arnold NCARaw, EBM and RiskSLIM on Kentucky, conditioned on sensitive attributes. AUC
ranges are given for each sensitive attribute.
Kentucky
Race Sex
Model Label Afr-Am. Cauc. Other Race race_range Female Male sex_range
Arnold NCARaw general_two_year 0.692 0.713 0.653 0.059 0.714 0.709 0.005
EBM general_two_year 0.742 0.751 0.696 0.055 0.745 0.753 0.008
RiskSLIM general_two_year 0.705 0.708 0.620 0.088 0.699 0.712 0.013
Summary of Fairness Results: For the two-year general recidivism problem on the Kentucky data set, we found
no egregious violations of the three fairness definitions (group calibration, BPC/BNC, and BG-AUC) for either of the
interpretable machine learningmodels we assessed (EBM and RiskSLIM), but we did find small violations. We found the
Arnold NCA raw score violated one of the fairness definitions (BPC/BNC).
In more detail, we found that balanced group AUCwere approximately satisfied for all threemodels with respect
to both gender and race groups (except for “Other”). With respect to calibration, both EBM and RiskSLIM satisfied
monotonic and group calibration on both gender and race groups (except for the “Other”). Arnold PSA approximately
satisfied group calibration on race (excluding risk score 13) and gender groups for scores less than 11. Additionally, EBM
satisfied both BPC and BNC on race categories, while it only satisfied BNC on gender categories. RiskSLIM satisfied
both definitions on both sensitive attributes. The Arnold NCA satisfied neither BPC nor BNC on race and gender groups.
A caveat is that we limited the discussion of the race groups to Caucasians and African-Americans—otherwise the
“Other” groupwould have caused all models to fail all definitions of fairness (calibration curves for the “Other” group are
significantly beneath curves for other groups, average predicted scores vary substantially from the other groups, and
prediction AUC is significantly lower for the “Other” group). This may be because we have the least data for the “Other”
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race group, which is only 2.49% of the total sample. To ensure fairness, it is important that comparable amounts of data
are gathered for each sensitive groupwhen possible. However, in non-diverse states such as Kentucky, theremay not
be enough individuals in minority groups to create a large enough statistical sample.
9.3 | ADiscussion on the Interaction between Fairness and Interpretability
There are significant hurdles to using current fairness techniques with interpretable models. Moreover, the vast
majority of the work on fairness has focused on the binary classification case. Thus, few definitions of fairness (let alone
algorithms) work for problemswhere predictions are nonbinary.
We did not attempt to use fairness-enforcement techniques because many fairness techniques require a non-
interpretable transformation (further discussedbelow). Once these transformations aremade, there is noway to correct
them to produce an interpretable model afterwards. There are generally three approaches to fairness algorithms: pre-
processing of features [78], altering the training loss function [79, 80], and post-processing of predictions [50, 51, 53].
The pre-processing steps are generally complicated transformations of the input features, which shreds the data’s
natural meaning. Similarly, post-processing approaches either transform the predictions in some way, performing
“fairness corrections” [53] (which are non-interpretable), or require threshold selection, which is contrary to our goals of
providing non-binary risk assessments [50]. The approaches tomodify training loss functions are themost promising,
but model optimization for both fairness and interpretability constraints would require new algorithms and is beyond
the scope of this work.
In problemswhere fairness is a significant concern, machine learning outputs are likely to be used as decision tools
rather than decision-makers, so it is surprising that so little work has thoroughly examined fairness for regression or
probability estimation.
10 | DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
From this analysis, we conclude that the interpretablemodels can indeed performapproximately aswell as the black-box
models in various recidivism prediction problems, and much can be gained in interpretability for small sacrifices in
accuracy. On the Broward data set, we found that RiskSLIM, EBM, and Additive Stumps perform as well or better than
the best black-boxmodels. On the Kentucky data set, we observed that EBM and Additive Stumps have extremely close
performance to the best black-boxmodels—Random Forest and XGBoost—with average AUC differences around 1%,
which is less than the uncertainty gap.
We observed that machine learning models for six-month outcomes generally outperform those for two-year
outcomes (conditioning on the recidivism type). This may be because treatment/rehabilitation programs have a greater
chance of taking effect over a two-year time span (as compared to the six-month time span), altering the probability of
recidivism. Future work could investigate this hypothesis, or pose other hypotheses to explain this observation.
We also observed that machine learningmodels do not generalize well across states, perhaps due to differences
in the feature distributions between regions—in particular, we observed that the age distributions for Kentucky and
Broward County are considerably different. Onemight easily imagine regional feature distributions shifting over time
as well, which is supported by several studies [17, 81, 82, 83]. Even though these studies focused on disparate crime
types, they consistently observed a drop in the rate of offending among younger people since the 1990s. Studies have
explicitly shown that the distributions of age versus arrest rate has changed over time as well. For instance, Kim et al.
[17] has reported that in the state of NewYork, themean age of the total arrested population increased by two years
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between 1990 and 2010. They hypothesized that a decrease in arrests in younger people and an increase in arrests in
older people together contributed to the increase in mean age.
There aremany reasons why data would change over time and over jurisdictions. Changing policies (e.g., the NYC
stop and frisk program) could potentially alter whowould be arrested and for what types of crime. New cultural phe-
nomena (e.g., in video games andmedia) could also influence people’s behavior at a large scale. The above observations
lead us to conclude that different recidivism predictionmodels could be constructed for different locations and should
be periodically updated. Machine learningmodels are well-suited for efficient creation and updating of these kinds of
models. A possible future line of work is to separate the Kentucky data at the jurisdiction level, and perform a causal
analysis of the effects of different judicial and policing practices on the recidivism distribution.
Simple, transparent models have been used for criminal justice applications for almost a century [65, 84]. They
have the advantage that one can easily quantify the contributions of each feature to the predicted score. Judicial
actors without much statistics background can understand these scores, and use them to help solve societal issues.
Interpretable models are extremely valuable for current decision-making processes in criminal justice: they allow
error-checking, help ensure due process, and allow judges to incorporate information outside the database into their
decision-making process in a calibratedmanner.
However, our work on interpretable risk prediction is only one step closer to what we view as the ultimate goal—
placing recidivism prediction into the framework of formal decision analysis. Decision-making in the context of decision
analysis involves theminimization of costs rather than risks. Towards this end, Lakkaraju and Rudin [85] considered
several costs related to pretrial release decisions; these include the societal cost of releasing an individual whomight
commit a crime before their trial, the cost of assigning an officer to an individual, and the cost to taxpayers of keeping an
individual incarcerated. The importance of risk predictions vary between decision-making problems (release, parole,
sentencing, etc.). In some cases, they play aminor role, yet in others, predictionsmay comprise the sole deciding factor.
Because of this, it would be useful to have a cost-benefit analysis per decision that would help determine exactly when
andwhere risk scores should participate.
Hence, an important and necessary direction for the future work would be to incorporate the framework of
classical decision analysis into decision-making in the criminal justice system. Decision analysis tools would ideally
allow practitioners to strike a balance between relevant considerations (e.g., future risks to society, costs of treatment
programs to society, costs to families involved in the criminal justice system, costs to the individual, as well as more
traditional modelling objectives such as fairness, interpretability, transparency, and predictive performance). While
the full data measuring costs and risks to all stakeholders in the criminal justice process may never be available, it is
important tomove in this direction, as this would bring us closer tomore consistent and informed decisionmaking.
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CODE
Our code is here: https://github.com/BeanHam/interpretable-machine-learning
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11 | APPENDIX
11.1 | Broward Data Processing
The Broward County data set consists of publicly available criminal history, court data and COMPAS scores from
Broward County, Florida. The criminal history and demographic information were computed from raw data released by
ProPublica [36]. The probational history was computed from public criminal records released by the Broward Clerk’s
Office.
The screening date is the date on which the COMPAS score was calculated. The features and labels were computed
for an individual with respect to a particular screening date. For individuals who have multiple screening dates, we
compute the features for each screening date, such that the set of events for calculating features for earlier screening
dates is included in the set of events for later screening dates. On occasion, an individual will havemultiple COMPAS
scores calculated on the same date. There appears to be no information distinguishing these scores other than their
identification number, so we take the scores with the larger identification number.
The recidivism labels were computed for the timescales of six months and two years. Some individuals were
sentenced to prison as a result of their offense(s). We used only observations for which we have six months/two years
of data subsequent to the individual’s release date.
Below, we describe details of the feature and label generation process.
• Degree “(0)” charges seem to be veryminor offenses, so we exclude these charges. We infer whether a charge is a
felony, misdemeanor, or traffic charge based off the charge degree.
• Some of our features rely on classifying the type of each offense (e.g., whether or not it is a violent offense). We
infer this from the statute number, most of which correspond to statute numbers from the Florida state crime code.
• The raw Propublica data includes arrest data as well as charge data. Because the arrest data does not include the
statute, which is necessary for us to determine offense type, we use the charge data to compute features that
require the offense type. We use both charge and arrest data to predict recidivism.
• For each person on each COMPAS screening date, we identify the offense—which we call the current offense—that
most likely triggered the COMPAS screening. The current offense date is the date of themost recent charge that
occurred on or before the COMPAS screening date. Any charge that occurred on the current offense date is part
of the current offense. In some cases, there is no prior charge that occurred near the COMPAS screening date,
suggesting charges may bemissing from the data set. For this reason we consider charges that occurred within
30 days of the screening date for computing the current offense. If there are no charges in this range, we say the
current offense is missing. We exclude observations withmissing current offenses. We used some of the COMPAS
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subscale items as features for our machine learningmodels. All such components of the COMPAS subscales that
we compute are based on data that occurred prior to (not including) the current offense date.
• The events/documents data includes a number of events (e.g., “File Affidavit Of Defense” or “File Order Dismissing
Appeal”) related to each case, and thus to each person. To determine howmany prior offenses occurredwhile on
probation, or if the current offense occurredwhile on probation, we define a list of event descriptions indicating
that an individual was taken on or off probation. Unfortunately, there appear to bemissing events, as individuals
often have consecutive “On” or consecutive “Off” events (e.g., two “On” events in a row, without an “Off” in between).
In these cases, or if the first event is an “Off” event or the last event is an “On” event, we define two thresholds, ton
and tof f . If an offense occurred within ton days after an “On” event or tof f days before an “Off” event, we count the
offense as occurring while on probation. We set ton to 365 and tof f to 30. On the other hand, the “number of times
on probation” feature is just the count of “On” events and the “number of times the probation was revoked” feature
is just the count of “File order of Revocation of Probation” event descriptions (i.e., we do not infer missing probation
events for these two features).
• Current age is defined as the age in years, rounded down to the nearest integer, on the COMPAS screening date.
• A juvenile charge is defined as an offense that occurred prior to the defendant’s 18th birthday.
• Labels and features were computed using charge data.
• The final data set contains 1,954 records and 41 features.
11.2 | Kentucky Data Processing
The Kentucky pretrial and criminal court data was provided by the Department of Shared Services, Research and
Statistics in Kentucky. The Pretrial Services InformationManagement System (PRIM) data contains records regarding
defendants, interviews, PRIM cases, bonds etc., that are connectedwith the pretrial services’ interviews conducted
between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2018. The caseswere restricted to havemisdemeanor, felony, and other level charges.
The data from another system, CourtNet, provided further information about cases, charges, sentences, dispositions
etc. for CourtNet casesmatched in the PRIM system. The Kentucky data can be accessed through a special data request
to the Kentucky Department of Shared Services, Research and Statistics.
CourtNet and PRIM data were processed separately and then combined together. We describe the details below:
• For the CourtNet data, we filtered out cases with filing date prior to Jan. 1st, 1996, which were claimed to be less
reliable records by the Kentucky Department of Shared Services, Research and Statistics (which provided the
data). To investigate what types of crimes the individuals were involved in for each charge, such as drug, property,
traffic-related crime, we used the Kentucky Uniform Crime Reporting Code (UOR Code), as well as detecting
keywords in the UOR description.
• From the PRIM system data, we extracted the probation, failure to appear, case pending, and violent charge
information at the PRIM case level, as well as the Arnold PSA risk scores computed at the time of each pretrial
services’ interview. Since Kentucky did not use Arnold PSA until July 1st, 2013, we filtered out records before the
this date. We omitted records without risk scores since wewant to compare the performance of the PSAwith other
models. Only 33 records aremissing PSA scores; therefore we do not worry aboutmissing records impacting the
results. Additionally, some cases in the PRIM system have “indictment” for the arrest type, along with an “original”
arrest case ID, indicating that those cases were not new arrests. Wematched these cases with the records that
correspond to the original arrests to avoid overcounting the number of prior arrests. Then we inner-joined the data
from the two systems using person-id and prim-case-id.
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• For each individual, we used the date that is two years before the latest charge date in the Kentucky data, as a
cutoff date. The data before the cutoff are used as criminal history information to compute features. The data
after the cutoff are used to compute labels and check recidivism. In the data before the cutoff, the latest charge is
treated as the current charge (i.e., the charge that would trigger a risk-assessment) for each individual. We compute
features and construct labels using only convicted charges. However, the current charge can be either convicted or
non-convicted. This ensures that our analysis includes all individuals that would receive a risk assessment, even
if they were later found innocent of the current charge that triggered the risk assessment. It also ensures that
criminal history features use only convicted charges, so that our risk assessments are not influenced by charges for
crimes that the personmay not have committed.
• In order to compute the labels, wemust ensure that there are at least two years of data following an individual’s
current charge date. For individuals who are sentenced to prison due to their current charge, we consider their
release date instead of the current charge date. We omitted individuals for whom there were less than two years of
data between their current charge date or release date, and the last date recorded in the data set.
• To get the age at current charge information, we first calculated the date of birth (DOB) for each individual, using
CourtNet case filing date and age at the CourtNet case filing date. Thenwe calculated “age at current charge” using
the DOB and charge date (the charge date sometimes differs from the case filing date). Notice that there aremany
errors in age records in the data. For instance, some people have age recorded over 150, which is certainly wrong
but there is no way to correct it. To ensure the quality of our data, we limited the final current age feature to be
inclusively between 18 and 70. This is also consistent with the range from Broward analysis. If the person was
not sentenced to prison, we define current age as the age at current charge date. If the personwas sentenced to
prison, we compute current age by adding the sentence time to the age at the current charge date. Note that this
differs from the way risk scores are computed in practice—usually risk scores are computed prior to the sentencing
decision. This helps to handle distributional shift between the individuals with no prison sentence (for whom a
2-year evaluation can be handled directly) and the full population (some of whommay have been sentenced to
prison and cannot commit a crime during their sentence).
• We computed features using the data before the current charge date. The CourtNet data is organized by CourtNet
cases, and each CourtNet case has charge level data. The PRIM data is organized by PRIM cases. Each CourtNet
case can connect tomultiple PRIMcases.14 Therefore, to compute the criminal history information,wefirst grouped
on PRIM case level to summarize the charge information. Next, we grouped on CourtNet case level to summarize
PRIM case level information. Last, we grouped on the individual level to summarize the criminal histories.
• On computing the ADE feature: The ADE featuremeans number of times the individual was assigned to alcohol
and drug education classes. Note that by Kentucky state law, any individual convicted for a DUI is assigned to ADE
classes. This does not indicate whether the individual successfully completed ADE classes.
• We compute labels using the two years of data after the current charge date/release date. We constructed the
general recidivism labels by checking whether a “convicted charge” occurred within two years or six months
from the current charge (or release date). Then, using the charge types of the convicted charge, other recidivism
prediction labels were generated, such as drug or property-related recidivism. The final data set contains 250,778
records and 40 features.
Note: there are degrees of experimenter freedom in some of these data processing choices; exploring all the possible choices
here is left for future studies.
TheArnold PSA features thatwere included in theKentucky data set (e.g., prior convictions, prior felony convictions
14This occurs because a newPRIMcase is loggedwhen anupdate occurs in the defendant’s CourtNet case (for example, if the defendant fails to appear in court).
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etc.) were computedbypretrial officerswhohadaccess to criminal history data fromboth inside andoutsideofKentucky.
However, the Kentucky data set we received contained criminal history information fromwithin Kentucky only. Thus,
the Arnold PSA features for Kentucky (which are included in our models as well) use both in-state and out-of-state
information, but the remaining features (whichwe compute directly from theKentucky criminal history data) are limited
to in-state criminal history.
Additionally, we were informed by Kentucky Pretrial Services team that the data set ’s sentencing information
may not be reliable due to unmeasured confounding, including shock probation and early releases that would allow
a prisoner to be released much earlier than the end date of the sentence. Because the sentence could be anywhere
from zero days to the full length, we conducted a sensitivity analysis by excluding the sentence information in the data
processing, which is equivalent to the assumption that no prison sentence was served. For that analysis, the current age
of each individual was calculated to be the age at the current charge, and the prediction labels were generated from
new charges within six months (or two years) from the current charge. The sensitivity analysis yielded predictive results
that were almost exactly the same as the results in themain text, when the sentence information was used to determine
age and prediction interval.
11.3 | WhyWeCompareOnly Against COMPAS and the PSA
The variables included in risk assessments are often categorized into static and dynamic factors. Static factors are defined
as factors that cannot be reduced over time (e.g. criminal history, gender, and age-at-first-arrest). Dynamic factors
are defined as variables that can change over time to decrease the risk of recidivism; they allow insight into whether a
high-risk individual can lower their risk through rehabilitation, and sometimes improve prediction accuracy. Examples
of dynamic factors include current age, treatment for substance abuse, andmental health status [19]. Dynamic factors
are often included in risk-and-needs-assessments (RNAs), which in addition to identifying risk of recidivism, recommend
interventions to practitioners (e.g., treatment programs, social services, diversion of individuals from jail).
With the exception of current age, our features all fall under the “static” classification. This renders us unable to
compare against the risk assessment tools that use dynamic factors, whose formulas are public. The risk assessments
that we examined are listed in Table 4. Since we have only criminal history and age variables, the only model we could
compute from our data was the Arnold PSA.
However, as we demonstrated in themain body of the paper, the fact that we do not possess dynamic factors is
not necessarily harmful to the predictive performance of our models. The goal behind including dynamic factors in
models is to improve prediction accuracy as well as be able to recommend interventions that reduce the probability of
recidivism. While an admirable goal, the inclusion of dynamic factors does not come at zero cost andmay not actually
produce performance gains for recidivism prediction. In Sections 6 and 7, we show that standard machine learning
techniques (using only the static factors) and interpretable machine learning models (using only static factors) are
able to outperform a criminal justice model that utilizes both static and dynamic factors (COMPAS). Furthermore, the
inclusion of additional, unnecessary factors increases the risk of data entry errors, or exposes models to additional
feature bias [60]. As Rudin et al. [4] reveals, data entry errors appear to be common in COMPAS score calculations and
could lead to scores that are either too high or too low.
Although the COMPAS suite is a proprietary (and thus black-box) risk-and-needs assessment, wewere still able
to compare against its risk assessments thanks to the Florida’s strong open-records laws. Created byNorthpointe (a
subsidiary company of Equivant), COMPAS is a recidivism prediction suite which is used in criminal justice systems
throughout the United States. It is comprised of three scores: Risk of General Recidivism, Risk of Violent Recidivism,
and Risk of Failure to Appear. In this work, we examine the two risk scores relating to violent recidivism and general
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recidivism. Each risk score is an integer from one to ten [86].
As COMPAS scores are proprietary instruments, the precise forms of its models are not publicly available. How-
ever, it is known that the COMPAS scores are computed from a subset of 137 input variables that include voca-
tional/educational status, substance abuse, and probational history, in addition to the standard criminal history vari-
ables [86]. As such, we cannot directly compute these risk scores, and instead utilize the COMPAS scores released by
ProPublica in the Broward County recidivism data set. We do not compare against COMPAS on the Kentucky data set,
as our data set does not include COMPAS scores.
The PSAwas created by Arnold Ventures, and is a publicly available risk assessment tool. Similar to the COMPAS
suite, it is comprised of three risk scores: Failure to Appear, NewCriminal Activity, and NewViolent Criminal Activity.
Again, we compare against latter two scores. Both are additive integer models which take nine factors as input, relating
to age, current charge, and criminal history. TheNewCriminal Activity model outputs a score from 1 to 6, while the New
Violent Criminal Activity model outputs a binary score [20]. The PSA is an interpretable model.
TABLE 4 Variable comparison for currently-utilized actuarial risk assessments. We only have criminal history and
age variables, but most models includemany other variables. Abbreviations are: Correctional OffenderManagement
Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS); Connecticut Risk Assessment for Pretrial DecisionMaking
(Connecticut); Colorado Pretrial Risk Assessment Tool (CPAT); California Static Risk Assessment (CSRA); Ohio Risk
Assessment System (ORAS); Level-of-Service CaseManagement Inventory (LSI-CMR); Public Service Assessment(PSA);
(Federal) Pretrial Risk Assessment (PTRA); Statistical Information on Recidivism Score (SIRS); Service Planning
Instruments (SPIn); Vera Point Scale (VERA); Violence Risk Appraisal Guide (VRAG); Virginia Pretrial Risk Assessment
Instrument (VPRAI).
Models Criminal History Age Finance Residential Info Edu/Emp Peer/Family Mental Health Alc/Subs Abuse Other
COMPAS [87] X X X X X X X
Connecticut [88] X X X X X
CPAT [89] X X X X X X
CSRA [90] X X X
ORAS [21] X X X X X
LSI-CMI [14] X X X X X X
PSA [20] X X
PTRA [91] X X X X X X X X
Salient Factor [92] X X X
SIRS [93] X X X X
SPIn [94] X X X X X X X
VERA [95] X X X X X X X
VRAG [96] X X X X X X
VPRAI [97] X X X X X
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11.4 | Hyperparameters
| BaselineModels, CART, EBM
We applied nested cross validation to tune the hyperparameters. Please refer to Table 5 for parameter details.
TABLE 5 Hyperparameters for `1 and `2 Penalized Logistic Regression, Linear SVM, CART, Random Forest,
XGBoost, and EBM. RiskSLIM and Additive Stumps are discussed separately.
Models Kentucky Broward
`2 Logistic Regression class_weight: balanced
solver: liblinear[98]
penalty: `2
C ∈ [1e-4, 1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1, 1]
class_weight: balanced
solver: liblinear
penalty: `2
C ∈ 100 values in [1e-5, 1e-2]
`1 Logistic Regression class_weight: balanced
solver: liblinear
penalty: `1
C ∈ [1e-4, 1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1, 1]
class_weight: balanced
solver: liblinear
penalty: `1
C ∈ 100 values in [1e-5, 1e-2]
LinearSVM C ∈ [1e-4, 1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1, 1] C ∈ 100 values in [1e-5, 1e-2]
CART max_depth ∈ [5,6,7,8,9,10] max_depth ∈ [1,2,3,4,5]
min_impurity_decrease ∈ [1e-3, 2e-3, . . .5e-3]
Random Forest n_estimator ∈ [100,150,200]
max_depth ∈ [7,8,9]
n_estimator ∈ [50,100,200,400,600]
max_depth ∈ [1,2,3]
min_impurity_decrease ∈ [1e-3, 2e-3, . . . , 1e-2]
XGBoost learning_rate ∈ [0.1]
n_estimator ∈ [100,150]
max_depth ∈ [4,5,6]
learning_rate ∈ [0.05]
n_estimator ∈ [50,100,200,400,600]
max_depth ∈ [1,2,3]
gamma ∈ [6,8,10,12]
min_child_weight ∈ [6,8,10,12]
subsample ∈ [0.5]
EBM 15 n_estimator ∈ [60]
max_tree_splits ∈ [2]
learning_rate ∈ [0.1]
n_estimator ∈ [40,60,80,100]
max_tree_splits ∈ [1,2,3]
learning_rate ∈ [0.01]
holdout_split ∈ [0.7, 0.9]
| Additive Stumps
Stumps were created for each feature as detailed in Section 7.1. An additive model was created from the stumps
using `1-penalized logistic regression, and nomore than 15 original features were involved in the additive models. But
multiple stumps corresponding to each feature could be used in themodels. We chose to limit the size of themodel to
15 original features because then at most 15 plots would be generated to visualize the full model, which is a reasonable
number of visualizations for users to digest.
We startedwith the smallest regularization parameter on `1 penalty that provides atmost 15 original features from
themodel. This will be our lower bound for nested cross validation. From there, we perform nested cross validation over
a grid of regularization parameters, all of which are greater than or equal to theminimum value of the regularization
parameter found above. Please refer to Table 6 for more details.
15The training procedure is slow for EBM, due to the size of Kentucky data, the nested cross validationwe applied, and the cross-validationwithin the algorithm
to choose number of pairwise interactions. Therefore, we tested only one set of parameters, which gave reliable results.
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TABLE 6 Hyperparameters for Additive Stumps
Kentucky Broward
Models Two Year SixMonth Two Year SixMonth
General C ∈ [1e-3, 2e-3] C ∈ [1e-3, 1.5e-3] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2. . .1e-1] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2. . .1e-1]
Violent C ∈ [6e-4, 8e-4, 1e-3] C ∈ [5e-4, 7e-4] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .7e-2] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .7e-2]
Drug C ∈ [1e-3, 2e-3, 2.5e-3] C ∈ [1e-3, 2e-3] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .9e-2] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .6e-2]
Property C ∈ [1e-3, 1.5e-3] C ∈ [1e-3, 1.5e-3] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .8e-2] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .6e-2]
Felony C ∈ [1e-3, 1.5e-3] C ∈ [5e-4, 8e-4] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .8e-2] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .8e-2]
Misdemeanor C ∈ [1e-3, 1.5e-3] C ∈ [5e-4, 1e-3] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .7e-2] C ∈ [1e-2, 2e-2 . . .7e-2]
All themodels use "balanced" for the class_weight, "liblinear" for the solver, and `1 for the penalty.
| RiskSLIM
RiskSLIM is challenging to train, because it uses the CPLEX optimization software, which can be difficult to install and
requires a license. Moreover, since RiskSLIM solves a very difficult mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem, it
can be slow to prove optimality, whichmakes it difficult to perform nested cross validation as nested cross validation
requires many solutions of the optimization problem. A previous study [99] also noted similar problems with algorithms
that use CPLEX (this study trained on SLIM [100], which is similar to the training process of RiskSLIM in that they both
require CPLEX). Here we provide details of howwe trained RiskSLIM to help others use the algorithmmore efficiently.
• We ran `1-penalized logistic regression on the stumps training data with a relatively large regularization parameter
to obtain a small subset of features (that is, we used `1-penalized logistic regression for feature selection). Thenwe
trained RiskSLIMusing nested cross validationwith this small subset of features. Themaximum run-time, maximum
offset, and penalty value were set to 1,000 seconds, 100, and 1e-6 respectively. The coefficient range was set to [-5,
5], which would give us small coefficients that are easy to add/subtract.
• If themodel converged to optimality (optimality gap less than 5%) within 1,000 seconds, we then ran `1-penalized
logistic regression againwith a smaller regularization parameter to obtain a slightly larger subset of features towork
with. We then trained RiskSLIMwith nested cross validation again on this larger subset of features. If RiskSLIM
also generated an optimality gap less than 5%within 1,000 seconds and had better validation performance, we
repeated this procedure.
• Once either RiskSLIM could not converge to a 5% optimality gapwithin 1,000 seconds, or the validation perfor-
mance did not improve by addingmore stumps, we stopped there, using the previously obtained RiskSLIMmodel as
the final model.
• This procedure generally stoppedwith between 12 and 20 stumps from `1-penalized logistic regression. Beyond
this number of stumps, we did not observe improvements in performance in validation.
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11.5 | Tables
TABLE 7 Broward baselinemodels. Results are the average value of test AUCs from five-fold nested cross
validation, with standard deviation listed in parentheses.
BaselineModels
Labels Logistic (`2 ) Logistic(`1 ) Linear SVM RF XGBoost Performance Range
Two Year
General 0.670 (0.021) 0.650 (0.021) 0.670 (0.020) 0.658 (0.027) 0.655 (0.022) 0.020
Violent 0.675 (0.037) 0.663 (0.039) 0.659 (0.032) 0.671 (0.036) 0.676 (0.048) 0.017
Drug 0.711 (0.048) 0.733 (0.035) 0.695 (0.037) 0.703 (0.040) 0.722 (0.039) 0.038
Property 0.717 (0.052) 0.730 (0.057) 0.683 (0.048) 0.712 (0.027) 0.733 (0.034) 0.051
Felony 0.646 (0.041) 0.648 (0.050) 0.621 (0.036) 0.647 (0.046) 0.644 (0.037) 0.027
Misdemeanor 0.630 (0.019) 0.597 (0.013) 0.628 (0.018) 0.629 (0.027) 0.627 (0.024) 0.033
SixMonth
General 0.625 (0.022) 0.608 (0.022) 0.618 (0.028) 0.615 (0.026) 0.623 (0.014) 0.017
Violent 0.685 (0.024) 0.651 (0.038) 0.619 (0.036) 0.668 (0.045) 0.685 (0.033) 0.066
Drug 0.673 (0.084) 0.696 (0.022) 0.640 (0.081) 0.675 (0.055) 0.698 (0.038) 0.058
Property 0.727 (0.047) 0.725 (0.053) 0.659 (0.069) 0.687 (0.047) 0.725 (0.048) 0.068
Felony 0.611 (0.050) 0.613 (0.054) 0.580 (0.086) 0.591 (0.061) 0.585 (0.066) 0.034
Misdemeanor 0.612 (0.038) 0.586 (0.040) 0.586 (0.016) 0.593 (0.039) 0.608 (0.031) 0.027
TABLE 8 Kentucky baselinemodels. Results are the average value of test AUCs from five-fold nested cross
validation, with standard deviation listed in parentheses.
BaselineModels
Labels Logistic (`2 ) Logistic(`1 ) Linear SVM RF XGBoost Performance Range
Two Year
General 0.745 (0.004) 0.745 (0.004) 0.746 (0.004) 0.753 (0.003) 0.759 (0.003) 0.014
Violent 0.768 (0.002) 0.769 (0.003) 0.769 (0.003) 0.777 (0.005) 0.784 (0.004) 0.016
Drug 0.730 (0.003) 0.730 (0.003) 0.733 (0.003) 0.743 (0.002) 0.749 (0.002) 0.019
Property 0.785 (0.005) 0.785 (0.005) 0.787 (0.005) 0.801 (0.004) 0.806 (0.004) 0.021
Felony 0.765 (0.001) 0.765 (0.001) 0.768 (0.002) 0.779 (0.002) 0.784 (0.001) 0.019
Misdemeanor 0.729 (0.005) 0.729 (0.005) 0.730 (0.006) 0.738 (0.005) 0.744 (0.005) 0.016
SixMonth
General 0.761 (0.004) 0.761 (0.004) 0.764 (0.005) 0.779 (0.003) 0.785 (0.004) 0.024
Violent 0.833 (0.007) 0.834 (0.006) 0.833 (0.007) 0.843 (0.006) 0.847 (0.005) 0.014
Drug 0.782 (0.003) 0.782 (0.003) 0.785 (0.003) 0.803 (0.003) 0.811 (0.002) 0.029
Property 0.834 (0.012) 0.834 (0.013) 0.831 (0.014) 0.857 (0.011) 0.860 (0.011) 0.029
Felony 0.799 (0.002) 0.800 (0.002) 0.804 (0.003) 0.824 (0.003) 0.831 (0.002) 0.032
Misdemeanor 0.746 (0.007) 0.746 (0.007) 0.748 (0.007) 0.765 (0.006) 0.774 (0.006) 0.028
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TABLE 9 AUCs of intepretable models on Broward data. For the violence problem, we use the Arnold NewViolent
Criminal Activity score. For the general problem, we use the Arnold NewCriminal Activity score.
InterpretableModels Existing RiskModels
Labels CART EBM Additive Stumps RiskSLIM Performance Range Arnold PSA COMPAS
Two Year
General 0.613 (0.025) 0.664 (0.027) 0.651 (0.020) 0.624 (0.022) 0.051 0.605 (0.022) 0.631 (0.019)
Violent 0.613 (0.045) 0.673 (0.045) 0.665 (0.034) 0.655 (0.055) 0.059 0.649 (0.028) -
Drug 0.666 (0.026) 0.685 (0.043) 0.716 (0.037) 0.697 (0.027) 0.049 - -
Property 0.686 (0.059) 0.736 (0.034) 0.736 (0.033) 0.717 (0.020) 0.052 - -
Felony 0.596 (0.033) 0.655 (0.050) 0.631 (0.028) 0.590 (0.036) 0.065 - -
Misdemeanor 0.577 (0.036) 0.636 (0.029) 0.609 (0.020) 0.579 (0.015) 0.059 - -
SixMonth
General 0.549 (0.021) 0.622 (0.022) 0.620 (0.019) 0.585 (0.021) 0.074 0.577 (0.018) 0.609 (0.019)
Violent 0.631 (0.050) 0.680 (0.040) 0.676 (0.029) 0.671 (0.039) 0.049 0.675 (0.038) -
Drug 0.569 (0.074) 0.672 (0.043) 0.656 (0.068) 0.650 (0.068) 0.102 - -
Property 0.637 (0.052) 0.725 (0.031) 0.725 (0.036) 0.703 (0.023) 0.089 - -
Felony 0.513 (0.014) 0.606 (0.049) 0.574 (0.036) 0.561 (0.045) 0.093 - -
Misdemeanor 0.535 (0.021) 0.608 (0.042) 0.582 (0.036) 0.576 (0.024) 0.073 - -
TABLE 10 AUCs of interpretable models on Kentucky data. For the violence problem, we use the Arnold New
Violent Criminal Activity score. For the general problem, we use the Arnold NewCriminal Activity score.
InterpretableModels Existing RiskModels
Labels CART EBM Additive Stumps RiskSLIM Performance Range Arnold PSA
Two Year
General 0.746 (0.003) 0.751 (0.004) 0.748 (0.004) 0.708 (0.003) 0.042 0.711 (0.004)
Violent 0.763 (0.007) 0.777 (0.004) 0.770 (0.005) 0.744 (0.008) 0.032 0.743 (0.003)
Drug 0.736 (0.002) 0.740 (0.001) 0.738 (0.002) 0.708 (0.005) 0.032 -
Property 0.790 (0.003) 0.798 (0.006) 0.796 (0.005) 0.761 (0.003) 0.037 -
Felony 0.771 (0.002) 0.776 (0.001) 0.773 (0.002) 0.757 (0.007) 0.019 -
Misdemeanor 0.730 (0.005) 0.735 (0.005) 0.729 (0.006) 0.701 (0.002) 0.033 -
SixMonth
General 0.772 (0.005) 0.773 (0.004) 0.771 (0.004) 0.737 (0.002) 0.037 0.718 (0.004)
Violent 0.822 (0.011) 0.843 (0.006) 0.836 (0.004) 0.810 (0.009) 0.033 0.794 (0.011)
Drug 0.794 (0.003) 0.793 (0.004) 0.796 (0.004) 0.763 (0.004) 0.033 -
Property 0.839 (0.014) 0.850 (0.012) 0.851 (0.010) 0.832 (0.010) 0.019 -
Felony 0.811 (0.003) 0.820 (0.003) 0.813 (0.003) 0.790 (0.006) 0.030 -
Misdemeanor 0.760 (0.006) 0.757 (0.006) 0.751 (0.006) 0.705 (0.005) 0.055 -
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TABLE 11 Additive Stumps on two-year general recidivism. Themodel consists of twenty-eight stumps with an
intercept. These binary features represent fifteen original features; coefficients were rounded for display purposes
only.
1. age at current charge ≤ 20 0.0082 +...
2. age at current charge ≤ 21 0.0053 +...
3. age at current charge ≤ 24 0.0322 +...
4. age at current charge ≤ 27 0.0270 +...
5. age at current charge ≤ 35 0.0108 +...
6. age at current charge ≤ 39 0.1223 +...
7. age at current charge ≤ 43 0.0311 +...
8. age at current charge ≤ 47 0.0686 +...
9. prior arrest ≥ 2 0.6762 +...
10. prior arrest ≥ 3 0.3489 +...
11. prior arrest ≥ 4 0.2339 +...
12. prior arrest ≥ 5 0.1226 +...
13. prior charges ≥ 2 0.0124 +...
14. prior charges ≥ 2 3 0.0065 +...
15. prior violence ≥ 1 0.0474 +...
16. prior felony ≥ 1 0.1721 +...
17. prior misdemeanor ≥ 2 0.0162 +...
18. prior misdemeanor ≥ 3 0.0764 +...
19. prior misdemeanor ≥ 4 0.0733 +...
20. prior traffic ≥ 1 0.0394 +...
21. ADE ≥ 1 0.1583 -...
22. prior fta two year ≥ 1 0.3398 +...
23. prior fta two year ≥ 2 0.0617 +...
24. prior pending charge ≥ 1 0.3874 +...
25. prior probation ≥ 1 0.2265 +...
26. prior incarceration ≥ 1 0.3577 +...
27. six month ≥ 1 0.0148 -...
28. three year ≥ 1 0.0005 +...
29. Intercept -1.1500 +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO29 SCORE = .....
Probability: Pr(Y = 1) = exp(score) / (1 + exp(score))
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TABLE 12 Training baseline models and interpretable models on the Kentucky data set using five-fold nested cross
validation and testing the best-performingmodel on the Broward data set.
BaselineModels InterpretableModels
Labels Logistic (`2 ) Logistic (`1 ) Linear SVM Random Forest XGBoost CART EBM Additive Stumps RiskSLIM
Two Year
General 0.615 (0.001) 0.614 (0.001) 0.610 (0.000) 0.619 (0.001) 0.617 (0.003) 0.595 (0.009) 0.612 (0.002) 0.608 (0.001) 0.568 (0.000)
Violent 0.655 (0.001) 0.653 (0.002) 0.630 (0.000) 0.652 (0.000) 0.652 (0.004) 0.622 (0.030) 0.640 (0.0100) 0.652 (0.002) 0.629 (0.018)
Drug 0.629 (0.001) 0.629 (0.001) 0.618 (0.000) 0.614 (0.002) 0.637 (0.002) 0.621 (0.010) 0.629 (0.003) 0.631 (0.001) 0.625 (0.000)
Property 0.664 (0.001) 0.672 (0.001) 0.649 (0.000) 0.668 (0.002) 0.674 (0.008) 0.649 (0.017) 0.665 (0.011) 0.659 (0.001) 0.639 (0.021)
Felony 0.630 (0.001) 0.630 (0.001) 0.624 (0.000) 0.631 (0.001) 0.627 (0.005) 0.611 (0.003) 0.623 (0.005) 0.624 (0.000) 0.614 (0.000)
Misdemeanor 0.558 (0.000) 0.558 (0.000) 0.551 (0.000) 0.561 (0.001) 0.576 (0.002) 0.555 (0.004) 0.571 (0.003) 0.557 (0.000) 0.539 (0.002)
SixMonth
General 0.577 (0.002) 0.576 (0.001) 0.569 (0.000) 0.577 (0.001) 0.581 (0.002) 0.562 (0.007) 0.571 (0.004) 0.562 (0.001) 0.553 (0.000)
Violent 0.641 (0.002) 0.644 (0.001) 0.614 (0.000) 0.643 (0.001) 0.626 (0.004) 0.611 (0.013) 0.622 (0.009) 0.650 (0.001) 0.637 (0.002)
Drug 0.607 (0.004) 0.604 (0.003) 0.589 (0.000) 0.567 (0.005) 0.593 (0.007) 0.580 (0.018) 0.618 (0.006) 0.576 (0.001) 0.566 (0.020)
Property 0.662 (0.001) 0.665 (0.002) 0.635 (0.000) 0.652 (0.002) 0.656 (0.013) 0.634 (0.016) 0.657 (0.008) 0.640 (0.004) 0.619 (0.000)
Felony 0.586 (0.001) 0.584 (0.002) 0.575 (0.000) 0.589 (0.002) 0.58 (0.002) 0.563 (0.003) 0.571 (0.005) 0.574 (0.001) 0.550 (0.001)
Misdemeanor 0.558 (0.002) 0.558 (0.000) 0.550 (0.000) 0.552 (0.002) 0.563 (0.004) 0.554 (0.012) 0.559 (0.002) 0.542 (0.001) 0.526 (0.003)
TABLE 13 Training baselinemodels and interpretable models on the Broward County data set using five-fold
nested cross validation and testing the resulting best-performingmodel on a held out portion of the Broward data set.
BaselineModels InterpretableModels
Labels Logistic (`2 ) Logistic (`1 ) Linear SVM Random Forest XGBoost CART EBM Additive Stumps RiskSLIM
Two Year
General 0.669 (0.020) 0.649 (0.021) 0.670 (0.020) 0.657 (0.034) 0.659 (0.019) 0.629 (0.028) 0.663 (0.031) 0.644 (0.027) 0.622 (0.021)
Violent 0.679 (0.038) 0.662 (0.035) 0.662 (0.034) 0.675 (0.037) 0.677 (0.05) 0.600 (0.037) 0.675 (0.049) 0.673 (0.035) 0.670 (0.032)
Drug 0.716 (0.047) 0.734 (0.034) 0.702 (0.043) 0.688 (0.044) 0.720 (0.034) 0.672 (0.041) 0.690 (0.054) 0.709 (0.044) 0.706 (0.027)
Property 0.721 (0.057) 0.731 (0.057) 0.687 (0.052) 0.725 (0.039) 0.729 (0.04) 0.685 (0.058) 0.738 (0.031) 0.733 (0.039) 0.703 (0.036)
Felony 0.651 (0.040) 0.652 (0.053) 0.622 (0.036) 0.649 (0.045) 0.647 (0.039) 0.598 (0.034) 0.656 (0.050) 0.6400 (0.031) 0.603 (0.042)
Misdemeanor 0.634 (0.017) 0.602 (0.012) 0.632 (0.017) 0.629 (0.022) 0.624 (0.020) 0.585 (0.041) 0.633 (0.025) 0.603 (0.016) 0.558 (0.026)
SixMonth
General 0.624 (0.024) 0.607 (0.019) 0.619 (0.026) 0.620 (0.025) 0.621 (0.019) 0.553 (0.014) 0.620 (0.027) 0.617 (0.035) 0.600 (0.021)
Violent 0.680 (0.027) 0.650 (0.038) 0.614 (0.039) 0.670 (0.039) 0.689 (0.031) 0.623 (0.043) 0.683 (0.040) 0.683 (0.032) 0.691 (0.032)
Drug 0.672 (0.082) 0.696 (0.025) 0.649 (0.080) 0.687 (0.065) 0.686 (0.044) 0.569 (0.074) 0.655 (0.035) 0.704 (0.054) 0.719 (0.039)
Property 0.726 (0.049) 0.725 (0.053) 0.648 (0.058) 0.698 (0.046) 0.720 (0.052) 0.637 (0.052) 0.723 (0.030) 0.699 (0.038) 0.663 (0.048)
Felony 0.620 (0.058) 0.613 (0.054) 0.587 (0.086) 0.611 (0.076) 0.601 (0.047) 0.524 (0.015) 0.605 (0.052) 0.584 (0.034) 0.557 (0.043)
Misdemeanor 0.616 (0.030) 0.583 (0.039) 0.590 (0.022) 0.601 (0.049) 0.620 (0.044) 0.543 (0.033) 0.612 (0.050) 0.576 (0.037) 0.556 (0.040)
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TABLE 14 Training baseline and interpretable models on the Broward County data set using five-fold nested cross
validation and testing the resulting best-performingmodel on the Kentucky data set.
BaselineModels InterpretableModels
Labels Logistic (`2 ) Logistic (`1 ) Linear SVM Random Forest XGBoost CART EBM Additive Stumps RiskSLIM
Two Year
General 0.664 (0.007) 0.653 (0.001) 0.658 (0.007) 0.701 (0.005) 0.689 (0.006) 0.626 (0.025) 0.704 (0.003) 0.653 (0.009) 0.649 (0.037)
Violent 0.674 (0.005) 0.650 (0.007) 0.611 (0.013) 0.729 (0.005) 0.724 (0.005) 0.589 (0.053) 0.720 (0.005) 0.657 (0.018) 0.663 (0.025)
Drug 0.649 (0.008) 0.632 (0.003) 0.554 (0.005) 0.655 (0.022) 0.650 (0.006) 0.613 (0.013) 0.656 (0.008) 0.626 (0.009) 0.634 (0.012)
Property 0.628 (0.022) 0.663 (0.014) 0.556 (0.017) 0.695 (0.018) 0.669 (0.023) 0.548 (0.018) 0.687 (0.011) 0.590 (0.014) 0.593 (0.052)
Felony 0.671 (0.006) 0.661 (0.002) 0.592 (0.014) 0.724 (0.003) 0.706 (0.014) 0.592 (0.042) 0.725 (0.006) 0.676 (0.023) 0.631 (0.059)
Misdemeanor 0.638 (0.007) 0.619 (0.026) 0.579 (0.01) 0.665 (0.011) 0.645 (0.014) 0.574 (0.053) 0.669 (0.007) 0.621 (0.017) 0.631 (0.025)
SixMonth
General 0.676 (0.006) 0.665 (0.004) 0.601 (0.011) 0.698 (0.009) 0.685 (0.010) 0.613 (0.018) 0.709 (0.005) 0.663 (0.012) 0.602 (0.046)
Violent 0.653 (0.015) 0.662 (0.021) 0.533 (0.011) 0.762 (0.047) 0.773 (0.007) 0.625 (0.059) 0.757 (0.004) 0.728 (0.026) 0.723 (0.004)
Drug 0.663 (0.031) 0.678 (0.008) 0.521 (0.006) 0.682 (0.009) 0.658 (0.027) 0.600 (0.082) 0.609 (0.037) 0.619 (0.025) 0.635 (0.017)
Property 0.681 (0.012) 0.708 (0.009) 0.529 (0.012) 0.719 (0.053) 0.718 (0.010) 0.555 (0.007) 0.715 (0.018) 0.643 (0.022) 0.696 (0.053)
Felony 0.685 (0.008) 0.679 (0.008) 0.556 (0.011) 0.719 (0.018) 0.683 (0.025) 0.552 (0.049) 0.724 (0.010) 0.652 (0.039) 0.621 (0.036)
Misdemeanor 0.664 (0.003) 0.658 (0.008) 0.558 (0.016) 0.670 (0.004) 0.662 (0.006) 0.604 (0.019) 0.676 (0.006) 0.615 (0.019) 0.583 (0.070)
TABLE 15 Training baseline models and interpretable models on the Kentucky data set using five-fold nested cross
validation and testing the resulting best-performingmodel on a held out portion of the Kentucky data set.
BaselineModels InterpretableModels
Labels Logistic (`2 ) Logistic (`1 ) Linear SVM Random Forest XGBoost CART EBM Additive Stumps RiskSLIM
Two Year
General 0.739 (0.003) 0.739 (0.003) 0.740 (0.004) 0.752 (0.004) 0.757 (0.003) 0.746 (0.003) 0.750 (0.004) 0.747 (0.004) 0.704 (0.004)
Violent 0.765 (0.001) 0.766 (0.002) 0.767 (0.002) 0.776 (0.004) 0.783 (0.004) 0.763 (0.007) 0.776 (0.004) 0.771 (0.005) 0.741 (0.010)
Drug 0.723 (0.002) 0.723 (0.002) 0.727 (0.002) 0.739 (0.002) 0.745 (0.002) 0.733 (0.002) 0.737 (0.002) 0.734 (0.003) 0.708 (0.002)
Property 0.78 (0.004) 0.779 (0.004) 0.784 (0.004) 0.801 (0.004) 0.805 (0.004) 0.79 (0.004) 0.797 (0.005) 0.796 (0.005) 0.764 (0.009)
Felony 0.758 (0.002) 0.758 (0.002) 0.763 (0.002) 0.778 (0.002) 0.783 (0.001) 0.771 (0.002) 0.775 (0.001) 0.773 (0.001) 0.765 (0.001)
Misdemeanor 0.722 (0.005) 0.722 (0.005) 0.724 (0.006) 0.736 (0.006) 0.742 (0.005) 0.729 (0.005) 0.733 (0.006) 0.729 (0.006) 0.693 (0.010)
SixMonth
General 0.752 (0.004) 0.752 (0.004) 0.757 (0.004) 0.775 (0.003) 0.780 (0.003) 0.769 (0.005) 0.770 (0.004) 0.768 (0.004) 0.736 (0.004)
Violent 0.828 (0.006) 0.830 (0.005) 0.834 (0.005) 0.843 (0.005) 0.846 (0.005) 0.821 (0.011) 0.842 (0.005) 0.837 (0.004) 0.809 (0.005)
Drug 0.770 (0.003) 0.771 (0.003) 0.777 (0.004) 0.794 (0.004) 0.799 (0.002) 0.783 (0.005) 0.785 (0.004) 0.786 (0.004) 0.752 (0.006)
Property 0.830 (0.010) 0.829 (0.011) 0.830 (0.013) 0.856 (0.009) 0.860 (0.011) 0.839 (0.014) 0.849 (0.011) 0.851 (0.010) 0.835 (0.009)
Felony 0.790 (0.002) 0.791 (0.002) 0.798 (0.003) 0.823 (0.003) 0.829 (0.003) 0.811 (0.005) 0.818 (0.004) 0.812 (0.004) 0.790 (0.005)
Misdemeanor 0.735 (0.006) 0.735 (0.006) 0.740 (0.007) 0.760 (0.005) 0.766 (0.005) 0.754 (0.005) 0.753 (0.006) 0.750 (0.006) 0.705 (0.005)
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TABLE 16 Arnold Public Safety Assessment (PSA): NewCriminal Activity (NCA)
NewCriminal Activity (NCA)
Risk Factor Value Points
Age at Current Arrest 23 or older 0
22 or younger 2
Pending Charge at Time of Offense No 0
Yes 3
PriorMisdemeanor Conviction No 0
Yes 1
Prior Felony Conviction No 0
Yes 1
Prior Violent Conviction 0 0
1 1
2 1
3 ormore 2
Prior FTA in Past 2 Years 0 0
1 1
2 ormore 2
Prior Sentence to Incarceration No 0
Yes 2
Point Scaling
Total NCA Points NCA Scaled Score
0 1
1 2
2 2
3 3
4 3
5 4
6 4
7 5
8 5
9 6
10 6
11 6
12 6
13 6
TABLE 17 Arnold Public Safety Assessment (PSA): NewViolent Criminal Activity (NVCA)
NewViolent Criminal Activity (NVCA)
Risk Factor Value Points
Current Violent Offense No 0
Yes 2
Current Violent Offense and 20 Years or Younger No 0
Yes 1
Pending Charge at Time of Offense No 0
Yes 1
Prior Conviction (Misdemeanor or Felony) No 0
Yes 1
Prior Violent Conviction 0 0
1 1
2 1
3 ormore 2
Point Scaling
Total NVCA Points NVCA Scaled Score
0 No
1 No
2 No
3 No
4 Yes
5 Yes
6 Yes
7 Yes
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TABLE 18 AUCs of the Arnold NVCARaw, EBM and RiskSLIM on Kentucky for two-year violent recidivism,
conditioned on sensitive attributes. AUC ranges are also given for each sensitive attribute class
Kentucky
Race Sex
Model Label Afr-Am. Cauc. Other Race race_range Female Male sex_range
Arnold NVCARaw violent_two_year 0.728 0.740 0.767 0.039 0.728 0.734 0.006
EBM violent_two_year 0.775 0.770 0.766 0.009 0.744 0.766 0.022
RiskSLIM violent_two_year 0.744 0.736 0.680 0.063 0.706 0.730 0.024
TABLE 19 Race and gender distributions for Kentucky. Due to the low percentage of the Asians and Indians in
Kentucky, we included them in the "Other" category in the fairness analysis.
Kentucky
Attribute Attribute Value num_inds % total
race African-American 42197 16.83
race Asian 843 0.34
race Caucasian 202341 80.69
race Indian 195 0.08
race Other 5202 2.07
sex female 79207 31.58
sex male 171571 68.42
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11.6 | Figures
F IGURE 10 Base rates of all twelve types of recidivism on Kentucky data, conditioned (separately) on race and
gender.
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F IGURE 11 Probabilities of two-year and six-month violent recidivism, given the age at current charge.
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F IGURE 12 Calibration of the Arnold NVCARaw, EBM and RiskSLIM for two-year violent recidivism on
Kentucky.
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(a) For the Arnold NVCA raw score, the curves satisfy mono-
tonic calibration until the score value of 7, where the prob-
abilities drop to 0. This may be because there are few
individuals with an Arnold NVCA raw score equal to 7 in
the data. The curves for African-Americans/Caucasians and
males/females are close enough to satisfy group calibration
(but we note that the African-American (respectively, male)
curve is consistently higher than theCaucasian (respectively,
female) curve), especially for larger rawNVCA scores.
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(b) For EBM, the calibration curves for both gender and race
groups are irregular, demonstrating that EBM satisfied nei-
ther groupcalibrationnormonotonic calibration, on raceand
gender groups.
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(c) For RiskSLIM, the curves are monotonically increasing and
roughly overlap with each other. The calibration curve for
African-Americans is slightly higher than for the Caucasian
and the “Other” race groups. For the two gender groups, the
curves are close to each other. We conclude that both race
and gender approximately satisfy group calibration.
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F IGURE 13 Balance for Positive and Negative Class for the Arnold NVCARaw, EBM and RiskSLIM on the two-year
violent prediction problem in Kentucky. Red line indicates themaximum value output bymodels.
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(a) Differences in expected scores for African-Americans
and Caucasians are greater than the threshold (0.2):
0.29 (race, negative class), 0.29 (race, positive class).
Differences in expected scores for gender are also
greater than the threshold: 0.38 (gender, negative
class) and 0.50 (gender, positive class).
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(b) Differences in expected scores for African-Americans
and Caucasians are less than 0.03: 0.01 (race, negative
class), 0.01 (race, positive class). Differences in expected
scores for gender also satisfy the threshold: 0.00 (gender,
negative class) and 0.02 (gender, positive class).
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(c) Differences in expected scores for African-Americans
and Caucasians are less than 0.03: 0.01 (race, negative
class), 0.02 (race, positive class). Differences in expected
scores for gender satisfy the threshold for the negative
class, but not for thepositive class: 0.03 (gender, negative
class) and 0.06 (gender, positive class).
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11.7 | Nested Cross Validation Procedure
We applied five-fold nested cross validation to tune parameters. We split the entire data set into five equally-sized folds
for the outer cross validation step. One fold was used as the holdout test set and the other four folds were used as the
training set (call it “outer training set”). The inner loop deals only with the outer training set ( 45 ths of the data). On this
outer training set, we conducted five-fold cross validation and grid-searched hyperparameter values. After this point,
each hyperparameter value had five validation results. We selected the parameter values with the highest average
validation results and then trained themodel with this best set of parameters on the entire outer training set and tested
it on the holdout test set.
We repeated the process above until each one of the original five folds was used as the holdout test set. Ultimately,
we had five holdout test results, with which we were able to calculate the average and standard deviation of the
performance.
We applied a variant of the nested cross validation procedure described above to perform the analysis discussed
in Section 8—wherewe trainedmodels on one region and tested on the other region. For instance, whenwe trained
models on Broward and tested them on Kentucky, the Kentucky data was treated as the holdout test set. We split
the Broward data into five folds and used four folds to do cross validation and constructed the final model using the
best parameters. We then tested the final model on the entire Kentucky data set, as well as the holdout test set from
Broward. We rotated the four folds and repeated the above process five times.
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11.8 | RiskSLIM Tables
TABLE 20 Two Year Prediction Problems—Kentucky. Here, counts of prior arrests indicate the counts of arrests
with at least one convicted charge. All chargesmentioned are convicted charges. ADE indicates assignment to alcohol
and drug education classes.
Two Year General Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-2 + score)))
number of prior arrests≥2 1 points +...
number of prior arrests≥3 1 points +...
number of prior arrests≥5 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
Two Year Violent Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-6 + score)))
sex =Male 1 points +...
age at current charge ≤ 27 1 points +...
number of prior arrests≥2 1 points +...
number of prior violent charges≥1 1 points +...
sentenced to incarceration before = Yes 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO5 SCORE = .....
Two Year Drug Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-4 + score)))
number of prior arrests≥2 1 points +...
number of prior drug related
charges≥1
1 points +...
number of times chargedwith
a new offense when there is a pending case≥1
1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
Two Year Property Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-4 + score)))
number of prior property related
charges≥1
1 points +...
number of prior arrests≥3 1 points +...
number of times chargedwith
a new offense when there is a pending case≥1
1 points +...
number of prior ADE ≥1 -1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO4 SCORE = .....
Two Year Felony Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-5 + score)))
age at current charge ≤ 43 1 points +...
number of prior arrests≥2 1 points +...
number of prior felony level charges≥1 1 points +...
number of times chargedwith
a new offense when there is a pending case≥1
1 points +...
sentenced to incarceration before = Yes 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO5 SCORE = .....
Two YearMisdemeanor Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-3 + score)))
number of prior arrests≥2 1 points +...
number of times chargedwith
a new offense when there is a pending case≥1
1 points +...
sentenced to incarceration before = Yes 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
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TABLE 21 SixMonth Prediction Problems—Kentucky. Here, counts of prior arrests indicate the counts of arrests
with at least one convicted charge. All charges mentioned are convicted charges. ADEmeans assignment to alcohol and
drug education classes.
SixMonth General Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-4 + score)))
number of prior arrests≥2 1 points +...
number of prior arrests≥4 1 points +...
number of times chargedwith
a new offense when there is a pending case≥1
1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
SixMonth Violent Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-7 + score)))
number of prior violent charges≥1 1 points +...
number of prior arrests≥3 1 points +...
number of prior felony level charges≥1 1 points +...
current violent charge = Yes 1 points +...
number of times chargedwith
a new offense when there is a pending case≥1
1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO5 SCORE = .....
SixMonth Drug Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-5 + score)))
number of prior drug related charges≥1 1 points +...
number of prior drug related charges≥3 1 points +...
number of times chargedwith
a new offense when there is a pending case≥1
1 points +...
number of prior ADE≥1 -1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO4 SCORE = .....
SixMonth Property Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-7 + score)))
number of prior property related charges≥1 2 points +...
number of prior felony level charges≥1 1 points +...
number of prior FTAwithin last two years ≥1 1 points +...
number of times chargedwith
a new offense when there is a pending case≥1
1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO4 SCORE = .....
SixMonth Felony Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-5 + score)))
number of prior arrests≥3 1 points +...
number of prior felony level charges≥1 1 points +...
number of times chargedwith
a new offense when there is a pending case≥1
1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
SixMonthMisdemeanor Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-4 + score)))
number of prior arrests≥2 1 points +...
number of prior arrests≥4 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO2 SCORE = .....
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TABLE 22 Two Year Prediction Problems—Broward. Here, counts of prior arrests indicate the counts of arrests
with at least one non-convicted or convicted charge. All chargesmentioned are non-convicted charges.
Two Year General Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-2 + score)))
age at current charge ≤31 1 points +...
number of prior misdemeanor level charges ≥4 1 points +...
had charge(s) within last three years = Yes 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
Two Year Violent Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-4 + score)))
age at current charge≤30 1 points +...
number of prior violent charges≥4 1 points +...
number of prior arrests≥7 1 points +...
current violent charge=Yes 1 points +...
had charge(s) within last three year = Yes 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO5 SCORE = .....
Two Year Drug Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-4 + score)))
age at current charge≤33 1 points +...
number of prior drug related charges≥1 1 points +...
number of prior drug related charges≥4 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
Two Year Property Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-4 + score)))
age at current charge ≤18 1 points +...
age at current charge ≤23 1 points +...
number of prior property related charges≥1 1 points +...
number of prior property related charges≥5 1 points +...
number of prior violent charges≥4 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO5 SCORE = .....
Two Year Felony Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-3 + score)))
age at current charge ≤33 1 points +...
number of prior misdemeanor
level charges≥4
1 points +...
number of prior property related charges≥4 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
Two YearMisdemeanor Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-2 + score)))
age at first charge≤30 1 points +...
number of FTAwithin last two years≥1 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO2 SCORE = .....
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TABLE 23 SixMonth Prediction Problems—Broward. Here, counts of prior arrests indicate the counts of arrests
with at least one non-convicted or convicted charge. All chargesmentioned are non-convicted charges.
SixMonth General Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-3 + score)))
age at first charge≤28 1 points +...
had charge(s) within last three years = Yes 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO2 SCORE = .....
SixMonth Violent Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-4 + score)))
current violent charge = Yes 1 points +...
number of prior violent charges ≥4 1 points +...
had charge(s) within last three years = Yes 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
SixMonth Drug Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-5 + score)))
age at first charge≤21 1 points +...
number of prior drug charges≥2 1 points +...
had charge(s) within last year = Yes 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
SixMonth Property Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-5 + score)))
age at current charge≤29 1 points + ...
number of prior misdemeanor level charges≥5 1 points +...
number of prior property related charges≥1 1 points +...
number of prior property related charges≥4 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO4 SCORE = .....
SixMonth Felony Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-3 + score)))
age at current charge≤29 1 points +...
number of prior property related charges≥4 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO2 SCORE = .....
SixMonthMisdemeanor Recidivism
Pr(Y = +1) = 1 / (1 + exp(-(-3 + score)))
age at current charge≤19 1 points +...
number of prior weapon related charges≥1 1 points +...
had charge(s) within last three years = Yes 1 points +...
ADDPOINTS FROMROWS1 TO3 SCORE = .....
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11.9 | Features
TABLE 24 Features fromBroward data set. Recall that charges can be convicted or non-convicted.
person_id unique personal identifier
sex biological sex of the person
race race of the person
screening_date date that triggered the COMPAS screening
age_at_current_charge age at the person’s current charge
age_at_first_charge age at the person’s first charge
p_arrest count of prior arrests
p_charges count of prior charges
p_violence count of prior violent charges
p_felony count of prior felony-level charges
p_misdemeanor count of prior misdemeanor-level charges
p_juv_fel_count count of prior felony-level and juvenile charges
p_property count of prior property-related charges
p_murder count of prior murder charges
p_famviol count of prior family violence charges
p_sex_offenses count of prior sex offense charges
p_weapon count of prior weapon-related charges
p_felprop_viol count of prior felony-level, property-related, and violent charges
p_felassault count of prior felony-level assault charges
p_misdeassault count of prior misdemeanor-level assault charges
p_traffic count of prior traffic-related charges
p_drug count of prior drug-related charges
p_dui count of prior DUI charges
p_stalking count of prior stalking charges
p_voyeurism count of prior voyeurism charges
p_fraud count of prior fraud charges
p_stealing count of prior stealing/theft charges
p_domestic count of prior domestic violence charges
p_trespass count of prior trespass charges
p_fta_two_year count of prior failures to appear in court within last two years (≤ 2 years)
p_fta_two_year_plus count of prior failures to appear in court beyond last two years (> 2 years)
p_pending_charge count of times chargedwith a new offense when there was a pending case
p_probation count of times chargedwith a new offense when the personwas on probation
p_incarceration whether or not the personwas formerly sentenced to incarceration
six_month whether or not the person had charges within last six months (≤ 6months)
one_year whether or not the person had charges within last year (≤ 1 year)
three_year whether or not the person had charges within last three years (≤ 3 years)
five_year whether or not the person had charges within last five years (≤ 5 years)
current_violence whether or not the current charge is violent
current_violence20 whether or not the current charge is violent and the person is ≤ 20 years old
total_convictions total count of convictions
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TABLE 25 Features fromKentucky data set. The charges are convicted. ADEmeans assignment to alcohol and drug
education classes.
person_id unique personal identifier
sex biological sex of the person
race race of the person
current_date current charge date or the release date if there was a sentence on the current charge.
age_at_current_charge age at the person’s current charge, or the age at current charge plus the sentence time if there was
a sentence on the current charge
p_arrest count of prior arrests with convicted charges
p_charges count of prior convicted charges
p_violence count of prior violent charges
p_felony count of prior felony-level charges
p_misdemeanor count of prior misdemeanor-level charges
p_property count of prior property-related charges
p_murder count of prior murder charges
p_assault count of prior assault charges
p_sex_offenses count of prior sex offense charges
p_weapon count of prior weapon-related charges
p_felprop_viol count of prior felony-level, property-related, and violent charges
p_felassault count of prior felony-level assault charges
p_misdeassault count of prior misdemeanor-level assault charges
p_traffic count of prior traffic-related charges
p_drug count of prior drug-related charges
p_dui count of prior DUI charges
p_stalking count of prior stalking charges
p_voyeurism count of prior voyeurism charges
p_fraud count of prior fraud charges
p_stealing count of prior stealing/theft charges
p_trespass count of prior trespass charges
ADE count of times the personwas assigned to alcohol/drug education classes
treatment count of times the person received treatment along with the sentence
p_fta_two_year count of prior failures to appear in court within last two years (≤ 2 years)
p_fta_two_year_plus count of prior failures to appear in court beyond last two years (> 2 years)
p_pending_charge count of times chargedwith a new offense when there was a pending case
p_probation count of times chargedwith a new offense when the personwas on probation
p_incarceration whether or not the personwas formerly sentenced to incarceration
six_month whether or not the person had charges within last six months (≤ 6months)
one_year whether or not the person had charges within last year (≤ 1 year)
three_year whether or not the person had charges within last three years (≤ 3 years)
five_year whether or not the person had charges within last five years (≤ 5 years)
current_violence whether or not the current charge was violent
current_violence20 whether or not the current charge was violent and the personwas ≤ 20 years old
current_pending_charge whether or not the person had a pending case during the current charge
